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Making Up the Elevene
. By BURT L.

I

CHAPTER I.
DICK

IS .AROUSED.

".Say, you, hold on a minute!"
Dick frowned as he heard the words called after
h1m in an imperious, commanding manner. · He was
. on his way to the gymnasium in search of Hal Darrell, but he stopped and turned about, surveyirig the
fellow who had uttered the call.
He saw a slim, y.et supple and well-built lad, who
had about him an atmosphere of importance, and who
was followed by another boy with a dark, thin face
and coal black eyes. This pair were sauntering toward Dick with 10 signs of haste.
"Were you speaking to me, sir ?" demanded young
Merriwell, sharply, a flush in his cheeks and his eyes
beginning to flash.
· •"You'v:e :gnessed it, old man~' was the assurance

STANDISH.

of the important-appearing chap. "I'm Chester Arlington, and I want to speak with you. I hear that
you are th~ fellow who is going to captain the eleven.
That's right, is it?"
Dick bit his lip, tal<ing time about answering, while
he sized up Chester Arlington and his compa~11on .
Arlington was a plebe at Fai:.dale, as also was Misr·
uel Bunol, the dark-faced lad who accompaniec;l him.
"Yes, I ha_ye been chosen captain of the eleven_,·
young Merriwell finally answered.
Arlington had stop~ed with his feet apart and hi
hands on his hips.

Bunol paused a few feet behin

him, and there was about his pose a sug-gestion
something pantherish.

~

There was a yellow tinge

his dark face and a yellow tone to the whites of h
eyes.

He had ~ cruel mouth.

Arlington was not a . ~ad~looking fellow, . taking
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~verything

into consideration, but it was plain that
he corislc!ered himself a ·very superior sort of person,
and he regarded Dick with criticaf loftines13 ·that was
intensely irritating.
"I hear you are making up the tea111," h, said.
"That's right.''
_
"I'll play on it, but you must let me have my regular position."
Dick wpistled softiy.
"Very kind of you!" he obser\red, with sarcasm
that could not be misunderstood.
"I p~ay half-back," continued Cl~ester. "Captained
our team last year. We had a hot bunch, too. I
think I can sh<?W you chaps a few points."
· "It's a fine thing for a fellow to have a good opinion of himself, btit you seem to be about the limit.
It's possible you may be able to make the team if you
try."
"What? May be able to make it? Why, Y?U
want to put me right on at the start. Miguel here
will tell you what I can do. He has seen me play,
eh, Miguel?"
"You are the best ever," declared the dark-faced
youth, in '!. lmv, smooth voice. "I know."
"Possibly that. ought to be recommendation .
enough," .said Dick; "but there is only one way for
6 ... v,· "..:
... · ·
you to make the Fardale team. You'll have to come
. '. : .
< )
.
.
.
out with .the sq~ad and show what_ you can do."
Chester Arlington frowrted.
"~hat's ~11 right f_~r ordinary ."chaps," he said; "but
it'.s different in my case." · ·
Dick was irritated beyond mea_sure, out, having
learned to. ha'ld himself ii1 check, he show Cl his feelings only by tl~e flush in !~is cheeks Jarid the. fl~sh of
his _eyes.
·

"Whaes the matter with you?" he demanded. "I
you'ie talking to! I
am the son of D. Roscoe Arlington, ~he great railroad
man, and my father is worth ri1illions."
"It doesn't make a tent's differ~nce whether your
father is a millionaire or a liodcahier, Arlington;
you're judged on your own merits he(e.".
Dick knew now that the fellow was a thorough cad,
else he would not have boasted of his father's wealth.
Arlingt~n was much disgusted to find that he had
not iriipressed Dick Merriwe!I in 1he1ea·sr. ·
"You're a fine chap to captain the team !'1 he ex- .
claimed, hotly.
don't believe you know who if is

This was the limit, and now Dick took a step toward the fellovv, his eyes . blazing.
"Look here, you plebe!" he ex.elaimed, in a low
tone. "You're altogether too fresh! Better be careful, Arlington!" ' ,
"I don't like the way you call me Arlmgton, and
I-·-· -"
"Wait a minute, plebe. I wish to .give you, fair
warnmg. When you called to me in the first 'place,
you shottted, 'Say, you!' Following that you were
exceeding!~ £ari;iiliar with your 'old . man_!' It is evi ~
dent that you have _yet to be taught your place her_e.
I haven't much time to look after you, but I shall c~ll
the attention of my friends to your case, and 'I think
you will be given a few lessons 1n Farclale etiquette.
It ~ill be greatly"to your advantage, for rou'll .be sure
to get tip against trouble if you go round shouting
'you' to yearlings_and getting gay with your 'old: man·;
bre~k. Somebody
run you th.r ough the _coffe~
grinder some mi:ld autumn evening. When you 'wish
to speak t() ·me again, be sure to address me as Mr.
Merriwell. · Further, i want ·you to touch yot.fr'" tap.
Understand"?
You are to salute every time· you ' speak
"Although you may regard. yourself as something
'quite. out of th~ o~dinary, Arlington," he observed, to me. That ought to be plai11 enough."
Chester Arlit1gton literally_ choked with surprise
"you will not be taken · at · your own estimation ·here ·
.,.
and
in&ignation. ·
without proof. · If y~u;re ~ good man for the tean~,
"Well, I'll be-kicked!" he gasped.·
you niay ri1ake it by showing up with the squad; but
"Quite likely,'!.. nodded Dick. "If you are not prcip-=yot;'il never ge~ 01~ in any other 'wal. Is th~t plain
erly respectful I
find_time to kick you a few myenough, . Arlington?"
self. I should hate to waste that much energY.:_ .o n
··· Now 11: was Chester .who showed annoy_ance.
~

~

~

~

'
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you, but it might be better for you than a dose of my bile until it ts aboil, and there'll be something
further doing if you forget instruction~."
physic."
Chester Arlington staggered away without a word.
Miguel Bunal whispered something to himself,
while Arlington seemed tempted to strike Dick.
"Confound you !" he exclaimed. "I--"
CHAPTER II.
Quick as a flash, Dick had him by the shoulder.
BRAD BREAKS LOOSE.
"Swalfow that !1' he commanded.
Dick was busy in those days getting the boys inArlington struck at him.
A second later the fellow's feet flew into the air terested in the team. It was his hope and intention
and he struck the ground so heavily with the back to put onto the gridiron a better team than had ever
represented Far<lale up to date, and he was working
of his head that he was dazed.
Dick had dropped the millionaire's son by deftly hard to attain his object.
. But he had found, to his s~rprise, that there was a
kicking his feet from b~neath him.
Bunal gave. a snarl, his hand darting into' his bosom feeling that things were not being handled properly.
With the withdrawal of Stev~ Nunn from the capas he started toward Dick.
Again young Merriwell's movements were ~maz- taincy of the eleven Hal Darrell had appeared in the
ingly swift, and he clutched Miguel by the wrist; jerk- field as a candidate for that position. Later on, Darrell had stepped out in favor of Dick, who had. been
ing his hand forth.'
"I thought so!" he said, as he saw a knife gripped . appointed by the athletic committee. .
At first it had seemed that Dick was to have everyin the fingers of the dark-faced lad.
his own way, and that the entire school would
thing
a
wrung
that
twist
a
wrist
Then he gave Bunol's
cry of pain from the fellow and caused him to drop be behind him in whatever he 9'icl.
But it soon developed that there were those who
the knife.
Dick caught up the knife and gave it a fling that· insisted that Darrell had been compelled to step out
sent -it flashing and whirling clean over the roof of and Jet Dick in_, and they were trying to arouse feelI
.
J' t he gymnasmm.
ings over it. They claimed that Dick would be su.re
"Now, get, you miserable snake!" he commanded, · to place his favorites on the eleYen, for all that canin such a manner that Bunol quailed. "If you don't didates were called for from all classes. With •Frank
get 01~t of my sight in a hurry I'll kick you clean Merriwell as coach of the team, they argued that it
would be the easiest thing in the world for Dick to
through the top of your cap!"
Miguel was astounded by Dick's strength and be "the whole show."
Successful persons always arouse the jealousy of
quickness, and he slunk away, nursing his twisted
little minds, and there was no exception iq this case.
wrist.
These small-minded ones kept quite still whenever
Arlington sat up, rubbing the back of his he~d.
"You can trot along with him," said Dick, grasp- there was a demonstration in Dick's favor, but they
ing Chester's collar and jerking him to his feet. worked silently and constantiy against him.
Some of the old players on the eleven were surprisecl /
"And remember the instructions I have given you in
Fardale etiquette. Salute when you see me next time, because Dick did not immediately notify them that
Say 'mister' when you speak to me, and be duly hum- they were to be taken onto the regular team. A few
ble and deferential. As for that yellow-faced pup that of them did not like it because the new team was to
follows you round, · keep him away from me, or I'll be chosen from the squad that came out for practiGe,
send him to the hospital. I'm. a peaceable fellow regardless of the past. Of course, they understood
under ordinary circumstances, but you have aroused that their chances of making the team were better than

.

.

•
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fellows who had not played before at Fardale, but that
did not satisfy them.
Dick received plenty of advice. He listened to th1s
and then did what he thought best. Experience had
shown him that the successful captain is not the one
who tries to follow all the advice he receives. He
must have a mind of his own, mark out a .course, and
follow it.
But Dick soon found that he was to have the
greater part of his trouble with Abe Gorman, who
had been appointed to manage the team.
Young Merriwell had never liked Gorman, and Abl!
seemed to know this.

as he gathered with a lot of his friends about him
at one side of the field to watch the pqi.ctice.
Frank Merriwell was on hand, and he started in
by setting the boys to punting and catching the ball.
He talked to them, one after another, telling them of
their weak points and showing them how to correct
those weaknesses.. It kept him on the jump, and it
was amazing how he could see so much that was gomg on.
Dick was disappointed in the response made to the
call for candidates, as barely twenty had turned out,
not enough to make up two teams for practice. When
he found an opportun!ty, he told Metry of his disappointment. .

Gorman was smooth enough to Dick's face, but he
"Keep. still," cautioned Frank. "Don't let any one
had "his hamme one' behind the captain's back. He
kno
you have noticed jt. You'll find plenty of felwas fearful that he would be manager in name only,
. lows coming out later on."
and this fear set him to "knocking."
I
'.
Frank had been through it all and knew something
Dick had fancied that he might find good material
among the plebes. At least, he had hoped for prom- of the difficulties with which Dick would have to con•
ising substitutes from that class. But he was to learn tend.
that the whole plebe class was under the influence of
Chester Arlington, \rho became young Merriwell's
open enemy.
Arlington had plenty of money, and he "blew himself" on every possib"le occasion. He worked hard to
be known
~ good fellow, and it did not take him
long to reach the position he desi red as leader of his

;;5

.

·'

Arlington and his set watched the work of Dick
in particular and made loud comments on it. When
Dick dropped a punted ball after a hard run there
came a sudden sound of hissing and laughter from
that quarter.
Brad Buckhart heard this, and he lost not a second
in prancing over to the group.

class.
"Look here, you spotted horn-toads!" he exclaimed, •
Arlington's particular chum was Miguel Bunol, a . ·wrathfully, "whatever is eating you, anyhow? You
Spanish youth, and there seemed something mysteri- want to go slow, or you'll get spanked, the whoie
ous about the connection between the two. Bunol howling bunch of ye! You hear me remark!"
had very little to say about himself, but somehow the
"Who are you talking to?" demanded Arlington,
report was spread through the school that he was the haughtily.
son of a Spanish nobleman who had been banished
"You, by the great horn spoon-you !" shot back
from his native country.
Brad. "You're the burro I'm aiming my convers.a·A call was posted for candidates from all classes tion at-you and yonr gang of half-baked plebes!"
to appear on the field a certain aftern~on; but when
"You want to be careful !" said Chester.
that afternoo~1 arrived there was not a single reB~·ad placed his hands on his hips 'and stood with
spondent from the plebe class.
his feet wide apart.
Chester Arlington had worked hard to prevent any
"Now, do you allow there is anything in that gathof the plebes from answering the call, and had been ering of pin-headed freshies to bother any one?" he
sµccessful. He i;miled in a superior manner over this asked.

.

.
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"You are insulting me-me I" said Arlington, savagely.
"Who are you?"
"Chester Arlington, son of D. Roscoe Arlington,
the great--"
"Say, r" made a mistake in calling you pin-headed,"
said Brad, quickly. "Your head is bigger than a
barrel. That's what's the matter with you. You
need something to reduce the swelling, and you need
it bad."
"You are a low, coarse fellow, and--"
Brad started for Chester, but the plebes surged
round him. Then the Texan uttered a whoop and
waded into the whole gathering. They set upon _him,
and there was "something doing" in short order.'
Down across the field swept Dick and the squad.
He called them about him as he started, and they
charged in a mass on the plebes.
There was a collision, and in a moment a struggle
was taking place there on the edge of the field.
The· plebes fought hard for a few minutes, but it
I
was just hard enough to get up the blood of those lads
in football togs.
Right through the whole of it Buckhart flung fellows to the right and left in a vain endeavor to get:
his hands on Chester Arlington.
"Whoop!" he roared. "Let me put my brand on
, that maverick who started the mill! I want him!
I'll put the bar Z iron into his hide gooc;i and hearty!
I will, I know!"
But Arlington kept" away from the aroused Texan.
He urged the others on, while taking good care of
himself until at last the ring round him broke and
he saw the football players coming at him.
Then Arlington took to his heels, followed by half
a dozen of his faithful friends. He dodged out from
the struggling lads and shot across the field like a
frightened deer.
"Wow! wow!" bellowed Buckhart. "I'm sure going to brand him! If I had a rope I'd pull him down!
Run, you coyote, run! You can't leg it fast enough
to get away!"
But Arlington was a swift runner, and he cleared

5

the first fence he came to with all the style and deft,
ness of a professional hurdler. He did not pause to
look over his shoulder, but headed straight for the
nearest strip of woods.
Dick Merri well followed, but he . was laughing in
spite of himself. The spectacle was a comical one.
Others of the squad were running down other fresh··
men, who were trying to escape.
Into the woods plunged Arlington, panting heavily.
The wild westerner Buckhart had filled him with fear.
It was his first experience with a fellow like Buckhart, and he found it anything but agreeal?le.
"I'll dodge him here in the woods," he thought, as
he ran on.
He paid no heed to the course he was taking, but
cut to the right or the left several times. And so, in
this frantic manner, he finally ran into a muddy sinkhole, where he floundered until he was caught and held
fast.

CHAPTER III.
CAUGHT IN A SINK-HOLE.

In vam Arlington struggled. His efforts seemed
' ,,
to sink him deeper into the clinging mud. As he fe,lt
himself going down a frantic fear seized his heart.
"Oh, Lord!" he gasped. "I've heard of quicksands ! Have I struck such a place?"
He had read of unfortunate people being swallowed
by quicksands and of their mad struggles. Often he
had fancied that it must be a most horrible death to
die, and now he grew cold and numb with the dread
of it.
"It's awful!" he groaned. "What can I do? I
must get out! I can't die here like this! Wouldn't
it be a terrible thing for me, the son of D. Roscoy)
Arlington, who is worth millions, to die here like , 'a .
dog! Oh, it would be awful!"
" .
Looking upward, he saw the thick and heavy limb
9£ a tree which extended over his head. Although it
was far beyond his reach, he vainly extended his hands
toward it, longing to grasp it in the effort to free himself from the close-clinging mud.

..
6
About his feet and legs there seemed a suction force
that was slowly and surely dragging him down. He
noted that every struggle left him deeper in the hole.
About him were the autumn woods, turning to
brown. A 5quirrel came out on the limb about his
head, looked down at him inquiringly, and then chattered an insult. A tree-toad cried sadly from the
lonely h~art of the swampy forest. Far away he
heard faint shouts which seemed dying out in the
distance.
"They are going away and leaving me I" he panted.
"That's just what they are doing!"
Then he lifted his voice and shouted for help. The
.squirrel scampered away in terror, while the tree-toad
became silent to listen to the wild cries which rang
through the woods.
"Help! help! help!"
He listened, and the silence of the woods seemed
deathlike.
"They don't hear me!" came from his dry lips.
"I must make them hear somehow!"
Again and again he shouted, but there came no
answer.
A little wind rose and wept through the tops of
the trees. A leaf fluttered down like a wounded bird.
There was a whispering sound all through the woods,
and the frightened lad fancied he saw elfish faces peering out of the shadows and mocking him.
The spirits of the forest seemed astir.
With his blood choked in his veins, Chester dropped
over limply, his hand and arm going down into the
niud. When he tried to straighten up he found it no
easy task to pull his arm out.
Pale as death, shaking with fear, he observed that
he was still sinking.
" Through the woods sounded a strange booming that
caused his heart to leap. It was a partridge drumming on a hollow tree, but it seemed like the roll of
sullen thunder.
Through the branches of the trees the unlucky ·lad
saw the sky growing overcast. The blue was being
blotted out, and in the woods the shadows deepened to

I

a density that was almost darkness beneath the thick
cedars and pines.
Again, of a sudden, Arlington began to shout in
I
a most frantic manner. He kept it up until his voice
failed him entirely, dying away in a hu~ky squeak.
"They can't hear me! They can't hear me!" he
sobbed. "I'm done for!"
Then once more came the thought that it \Yas not
possible for him, the son of the great D. Roscoe Arlington, to perish in such a wretched manner.
It
would not be so bad for some ordinary chap, but it
was simply frightful for him.
"I must get out somehow!" he whimpered. "Dick
Merriwell is to blame for it-he and that big brute
from Texas! If I ever do get out of this I'll make
them suffer, see if I don't!"
Even in the midst of his terror he entertained revengeful and unreasonable thoughts.
He had
brought it upon himself, but he did not think so for a
moment.
When he was able to still his hammerif.1g heart he
listened, hoping that he might hear some sound to
I
give him hope and encouragement. But the trees
seemed whispering together, and his fancy pictured
them as saying, "He's sinking, sinking, sinking!"
It was true that he had sunk yet a little further, and
hands of iron were dragging at his ankles.
"If I could get one foot free!" he gasped. "I
might get out somehow."
But when he tried to free his right foot his left sunk
still further, and he stopped, realizing that he was
making it \Vorse by such efforts.
"It's no use! My only hope is for some one to find
me and help me out!"
Again and again he made the woods ring with his
sl1outs. The echoes seemed to mock him.
Then he began to swear, but his language fright,ened himself, and he stopped quickly.
Next he resorted to prayer. But he could not help
realizing that there was very little chance for his praying to be of any effect, and he stopped that.
Despair seized upon him, and it turned his heart
to ice in his bosom.

•
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The tree-toad was crying mournfully, and the sound
seemed the most woefuJ -that he had e er heard.
"Stop! stop!" he choked. "I can't bear it! I can't
bear it! Keep still!"
His imagination pictured the end, and· he seemecl
to feel the soft mud creeping up about his throat, his
thin,'. his lips. He ~ould hold back his head to keep
his nostrils free, but at last the mtid would fill tli.em
and stop his breath.

come on, and with the darkness would come the gr i _. 1
monster that is most dreaded by aJl. living creatures
-Death!
Where ·was Miguel? Always the Spanish yout:1
had turned up in a time of trouble, but he was not 0 11
hand now.
Still sinking I
"Help! help!"

What was that? His heart seemed on the point of
Would they ever learn what had happei1ed to him? bursting, for he fancied he had heard an answer to
his shout. A gain and again he cried out.
Or would it remain a mystery for all time?
Yes, there was an answer! Some one had heard
"I can't die this way!" he whined, turning his pale, .
pinched face toward the overcast sky. " I want to him, and the thought filled him with such wild joy
as he had never before known.
live a-little longer! I have everything to live for!"
He continued to utter the cries until he heard, a.
Never had life seemed so sweet as it did then when
he began to believe that it was about to be cut short. di stinct response and knew some one was coming.
He had been petted and spoiled by indulgent parents,
"Saved!" he choked. But immediately he was atand never had he fancied that anything serious could tacked bv a fear that the rescuer would arrive ·too late:
'
"Help! Hurry up!"
happen to him. He was a favored one, and all the
"Coming! Where are you?"
dreadful things must befall others. His father was
"Here! here! This way!"
rich, and Chester had been provided with so much
.
.
.
I
money that -he never knew the rear value of a dollar.
He saw a figure pushing .through the bu.shes and
With differei1t training he might have been quite a coming out of the deeper shadows. It hurried to the
different boy.
side of the treacherous sink-hole and stopped.
One of his great enjoyments had been to look down
"'vVell, durn my hoofs!" exclaimed the voice'· o-(
disdainfully on less fortunate chaps. It had given Brad · Buckhart, as the Texan disc~ve~ed the pli&ht
him pleasure to show them how far beneath him they into which Chester Arlington had fallen.
were. Now he felt that he would give all his pros.•
pects in life, all hope of inheriting his father's great
wealth, everything, to take the place of the poore; t felCHAPTER IV.
low at Fardale.
. BUCKHART '-s TU R-N'.
Then he began to pity himself, and he sobbed tear"Whatever is the mdtter ?" asked Brad, who seem'ecl
lessly, his breast heaving.
A sudde!1 sharp scream coming out of the air above to be grinning at the unfortunate lad. "You're .ir1 a
him gave him a great start. There was a blue flash pretty bad scrape, I allow. Stuck fast, eh?"
"Help me out i" ,begged Chester. "I'm sinking I"
from tree to tree, and he knew it was nothing but a
"Well, I don't opine you'll sink -much forth 1,-.
bluejay.
But' that aroused him to shout again and again. You're in about up to the limit n6w." .
There was a soreness in his throat and a: mist before · . ''. Oh, but I'm still sinking! I've d011e my · best to
get out."
his eyes.
"Kind of lost track of you in these here woods· .when _
Th~ setting sun, breaking through a rift in the vvest,
flung burnishings of gold against the edges of the you pranced away lik°e a frightened colt. I W-111 adclouds. ·soon the sun wo'.lld go down, night ~ou1d mit that you ca.n run so:ne-'-when you're . frightened.
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coYer ground myself, but I couldn't get my paws

01~ \"011 .• ,

"Don't stand there and talk--don't ! I am sinking
all tlie time, and 1--"
I
"It'll be right likely to spoil your clothes; but then
yo;1've got plenty of the needful to buy more, so that
\von't do any harm. I can't figger just how I'm going to get you out."
Brad leaned against the trunk of the tree in a most
exasperating manner of coolness. ·
"What are you doing?" Arlington almost screamed.
"Hurry up and help me out!"
"Don't ~e in such an awful rush," said the Texan,
with a slight drawl. "Chaps who do things in too
much of a hurry never do them well."
"But this is a quicksand, and I - - "
"Quick nothing!" returned Brad, contemptuously.
"I know something about quicksands, and that there
mud spot ain't one any whatever. You hear me!"
"But I'm ·going clown every minute! It seems to
be sucking me down deeper and deeper."

"You must have been right scared to jump in there.
What made y o ~; do it ?"
Buckhart's undisturbed ,manner infuriated Chester.
"I believe you want to see me die here!" he exclaimed. "If you don't help me, you'll be a ' murderer!"
"That's pretty bad, and I opine I shall have to give
you a helping hand. Let me see ; if I had a good long
pole I might pull yon out. I reckon I'll go look after
one."
He seemed· on the point of moving away, but the
other lad l;lecame frantic at the thought of being left
there.
"Don't go!" he begged. "Yon might not find me
·gain."
"Oh, no danger of that. "
-;'I'm going down fast! I might sink before you
got back! Don't leave me!"
Brae\ laughed. It seemed a hateful, heartless laugh
to Chester.
"You're a blamed sight more frightened than hurt,.,
said the Texan. _"The proper thing to do is to go get

.

some of the fellows, bring a stout rope and pull you
out."
'
But Chester urged him to do something right away.
After a few moments, Buckhart suddenly peeled off
his coat and climbed into the tree on the edge of the
sink hole. He paid no heed to the questions of Arlington, but drew himself up at!d crept ot~t on the
strong, lower branch which projected over the head of
the luckless boy.
Buckhart's weight bent the limb lower and lower,
but he was compelled to get far out upon it before it
swayed down until it was within reach of Arlington's
hands.
"Get hold of it," di_rected Brad.
and hang on. That's the way."

"Get a good hotel'

But he was compelled to get out still further to bring
the limb down until Arlington could hang onto it
firmly.
"Don't let it slip out of your fingers," directed- the
\ Vesterner. "You can pull yourself out, but you want
to wait until I get off onto solid ground. It might
I
break 1,111der the strain."
He started to back away. Then something came
whistling through the air and struck him squarely on
the head. He was stunned so that he lost his hold and
dropped from the limb into the mud hole some feet
from Chester. He struck on his feet, but plunged in
nearly to the knees.
. Brad had been hit by a short club that had been
lrn rlec\ at him, and th e person who~ threw it appeared
near the foot of the tree.
It was Mig.uel Bnnol.
" Bunol !" cried Arlington.
"Here,'' ansvvered the young Spaniard. " I find you
after while. You in bad scrape."
"Yes; but I"m going to get out now !'' said A rlington, as he fel t himself succeeding in drawi ng his feet
free from the clinging mud.
Hand over hand he went up the limb, which swung ·
up with him, dang ling in the air the moment he had
cleared hi: feet. Then he was able to move along th<:
limb toward the trunk of the tree.

•
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But Buckhart was stuck fast, as he discovered when
he attempted to walk out.
"Here, wha_tever kind of a dirty game is this?'' he
roared. "There will be something doing when I land
an solid ground, yot1 bet your boots! I'll sure chew
somebody up! I will, I know!"
"Yah !" return.eel Bunol, mockingly.
"I'll yah you, you Greaser, if I get my hooks on
you !" promised Brad, wrathfully .
Arlington was near the trunk of the tree, and he
dropped to the ground.
"Well, if that wasn't lucky!" he panted.
"Luck!" snorted Brad. "Do you call it luck? I
allow I helped you get out of that scrape, and now it's
up to you to turn round and give me a lift."
Chester surveyed him sneeringly.
"You caused me to get in there in the first place,"
he said. "It serves you right! You ought to take my
place,. and I think it will be just about the proper caper
to leave· you where you are."
"Well, I'll eat my hat!" exploded Brad. "And this
after I helped you out !1 Say, what kind of an .onery
snake are you? Or is this yere just a joke?'
"No joke. If it is, you'll find it a mighty serious
one. No use for you to struggle. I found that out.
It only sinks a fellow deeper. That place may not be
a genuine quicksand, but it's just as bad, and I'll bet
you'll go down out of sight in less than an hour after
we leave you."
"Then you are going to leave me?".
"Sure thing! It pays you back for running me :n
here. Perhaps somebody may hear you if you lift
your voice and howl loudly enough. My throat is sore
from yelling."
Brad conk! not find words to express his feelings.
"You're the limit!" he averred. "I've met up with
common low down critters, but you're the limit.
You· re not worth lead to· blow you to Kingdom
Come!"
"I fix him!" exclaimed Miguel Bunol, savagely,
as he plunged a hand into his bosom and drew forth
his knife. "I fix him so he do no shouting! Give the
knife flip, it go w11iz, strike him in the throat."

Arlington clutched his arm.
"None of that," he said, sharply. "Don't be so
You'll get yourconfoun~edly quick with that knife!
if you don' t
day
self and me into a bad scrape some
stop it."
"All right," said Bunol, but he rettu ned the knife to
his bosom with an air of great regret. "Like to try
it on him."
"Well, you are a fine pair of birds!" said Brad.
"You're snakes of the worst sort. I see where the pair
of you end-up on the gallows!"
"It's not likely you'll be there to see," laughed Arlington, tauntingly . "You'll disappear from Fardale,
and they will wonder what became of you. We shall
not 'tell. We'll keep mum."
"I don't a1low I'm going to end up so sudden, arnl
when I .do get out, keep your eyes peeled! I'll sure
settle up some with you two, and don't ypu forget it!"
"That does not alarm us in the least. Come on,
Miguel, it is beginning to get dark. \Ve'll leave him
to think it over and howl as much as he likes."
"Hold on!" cried Brad. "Better give me a lift, _an~l

.

we'll call it a joke on both sides."
'
But they laughed at him, mocked him, and were on
the point of departing when Dick Merriwell walked
out and confronted them face to face.
CHAPTE R V.

•

ANOTH ER FRACAS .

The two young rascals were startled beyond meas-..ire
by this appearance of Dick Merriwell. They had encountered him before, and knew the sort of fellow he
was.
"Let me into this little jok~," invited Dick, and the
look in his flashing eyes warned Arlington and Buu.cJ I
that he was fully arous~d. "If there is any iun gom dr
on, I want a hand in it."
Bunol half lifted his hand to his bosom, but Dick
gave him a sharp warning:
"Don't try that trick on me again! If you do,
you'll regret it as long as you live!"
...Wade into them, pard I" urged Buckhard t. " Oh,

•
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- ~oses ! wouldn't I -like to be out of this where I could
; ;:ip you!"

"Wh':!-_t ha Ye these prize rascals been doing?" asked

Dick. ".."Mired m~-mired me here!"

answered Bra.cl.

"Then they were going off and leave me to my lonesome. That after I helped Mr. Chester Arlington
out of this same nasty hole."
"That's fine!" exclaimed Dick, looking Arlington
over. "But it is just about what I'd expect from a
fellow like him! I've been a plebe myself, and I
have no great prejudice against plebes in general, but
for a cheap plebe this .Arlington is the whole limit"

"I w·on't stand it to have you talk like that about
me!" snarled Chester, making a rush at Dick.

"I hoped not!" returned Dick, as he side-stepped
and cracked Chester on the jaw.
Miguel Bu ol made a spring like a cat, landing on
Dick"s back with such force that young Merriwell
p\unged forward on his knees. The fingers of the
Spanish boy closed on Dick's windpipe.

"I gotta you this time!" he snapped,
.
.
faction.

m deep satis-

"Now I fix you quick!"

Arlington .had beyn upset, and he sat up, rubbing
his jaw. ·w hen he saw the Spanish boy on Dick's
back, he muttered a cry of satisfaction.
~'Holy srpoke !" snorted Buckhart, struggling frantically to get out of the mud-hole. "I can't stay here

and·. see this kind of .,busine;;s ! Thunder and guns!
I ttiust g~t into that roqgh. house so!"Dehqw ! If, I
can't I'll -go plumb crazy ! I will,_ I know !"
But he ·found that he could not get out and that he
was simply sinking deeper. Panting and perspiring,
ne watched the fight -bet veen Dick and his two ene1es.
I

It is possible that Dick had rega,rded Arlington and
Bunol
with too much contempt on account of the first
I
eng·agement with them. At any rate, it seemed that
they .had caught him foul and were about to do him
up.
"Hang to him, Miguel l" cried Chester, "Choke
him-choke him hard!"

But Dick somehow reached up and got a hold on
the boy on his back, pulling him off.
Arliugton ran up and struck Dick on the ear with his
fist, but young- Merriwell did not seem to mind the
blow i11 the least.
' "Hit again! hit again!" cried Bunol.
Then Dick tore those fingers fron: his throat and
wrenched· the fellow's wrist so that he uttered a
r.-:1uawk of pain.
Arlington looked about for some kind of a club
wi.th which to strike Dick. He saw what he wanted
at a distance and sprang for it, catching it up. \i\Then
be whirled about he was surprised to see Dick o:i
his feet shaking Bunol till the teeth of the youthful
Spaniard rattled like dice.
"You dirty snake l" came from Dick's lips.
"I'll--"
"Look out for the other snake, parcl !" shouted Brad.
Dick flung Bunol from him into some bushes, whirling just in time to avoid a sweeping blow from the
club in the hands of Arlington.
"Oh, that's your game, is it!" be grated.
.
"I'll soak you this time!" vowed the millionaire's
son, as he lifted the club again.

.

Dick poised himself lightly on his feet, not a sign of
fear in his face or manner.
That look stopped Arlington short. He had fancied Dick would be driven to flight, at least, by the
club; but he saw that young Merri well was looking
for an opening, . meani11g to dash .in,
"I ought to knock your head off!" he said.
"Come ahead and do y0l1r little knocking. act! · I
am .waiting! r:ll get in a rap while you are knock'.
ing some!"
"vVhoopee !" cried Brae!. "That's the sti1ff ! Oh,
Lord! .why am I stuck fast here so that I can't get
into that game and play a hand!"
"Go on away, and we'll l~t you off," said Arlington.
"Very kind!" returned Dick, with sarcasm; "but I
decline to be let off. I want all that's coming to me."
He jumped forward, dodged aside and then came
under as Chester made an awkward swing with the
club.
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A second later Arlington felt himself caught up dream in this yere school !" exclaimed Brad.
"I'll
and hurled to the .ground. The breath was knocked agree to do my part toward it. \Ve mu t gi e t~em
out of him by the shock, and next he felt something our politest attention."
on his back. He wa~ on the edge of the swamp-hole,
"I'll leave that to you," said Dick. "Just now I
and a strong hand drove his face down into the slimy have my hands full looking after the eleven. That is
water.
what bothers me more than anything just at present."
, '
"The other snake is coiled~ pard !" warned Brad.
"I'd like to find that Greaser's knife, pard," said
"Look out! Be lively!"
Brad. "I reckon I'll look for it some."
Dick looked for Bunol, saw the fellow swing back
They searched about in the bushes where Buckhart
his hand, then dropped flat.
fancied the blade must be, but it had grown so dark
Whizz!
that there seemed little chance of finding it. Dick,
•
Something bright flashed through the ~ir atra went however, finally discovered it.
zipping into the bushes.
"Keep it, partner," said Erad. "He shyed it at
"The cur threw his knife at you, Dick!" panted you, and I reckon it was lucky you dodged. I d_o n't
Brad.
forget that, and I'm going to break his face for it, you
Dick leaped toward Bunol, but the fellow did not bet!"
stop. Like a frightened deer he went dashing through
Dick was indignant enough at the thought that he
the woods.
had been made a target of by the knife-throwing
Dick ran a short distance in pursuit, but soon gave young Spaniard.
it up and turned back.
"He's not fit for Fardale," declared Buckhart, "and
·w hen he reached the spot where this second en- I allow he'll have to get out. If we report this yere
coupter with Arlington and Miguel Bunol had taken business I reckon he'll get his walking papers."
place he found the millionaire's son had improved the
"Arlington and Bunal will swear it's all a lie, Brad.
opportunity to get away.
Besides, you don't want to do too much explaining
"Well, say! you did it to 'em, partner!" declared about this business of running the plebe off here into
Brad. "But I should have been in that fracas! I'll the woods. You'll be forced to tell how you hapnever forgive myself for being stuck here where I pened here, anrl it will be necessary to acknowledge
couldn't mix in some. You sf10uld have seen Ches- that you were chasing down a plebe to so~k him.
ter's face when he got up! Oh, wow! It was a · That will show you up in a light that will not be very
sweet picture! But that Dago did throw his knife at favorable."
you! Say, he ought to be roped and swung to a
"Partner, I .reckon you're right," nodded Brad.
limb!"
"Perhaps the best thing is to lay low , and keep still.
"They didn't get all that was coming to them," said I don't take much stock in the kind of chaps who
Dick. "But we'll have to let· them go now. The next squeal anyhow, and we won't do any squealing. We'll
thing is to get you out of that scrape."
settle this affair ourselves when the right time comes."
"That's the way to do it," nodded Diel<:, and they
This was not an· easy thing, and it was pretty dark
L
started
for the academy.
in the- woods when, with the aid of a pole he had
;
found, Dick finally succeeded in aiding Brad out of
J
CHAPTER VI.
his predicament.

•

Brad explained just what had happened, and the
two lads were justly enraged at the dirty conduct of
Arlington and his yellow-faced chum.
"Pard, we want to make their lives one long sweet

THE SPY.

At last, after no small amount of trouble, Dick
picked out eleven men to start the regular team, al·
though he felt that it was quite possible some of them
I
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Dick was suspicious of Crauthers, remembering the
might nr t make good when put to the test. There
was not a plebe among them, for it had not been . unpleasantness between Hal Darrell and Mark, so he
thought advisable to take Obediah Tubbs on, although asked Darrell point blank what he thought about havhe had finally appeared out with the squad ancl ex- ing the fellow on the eleven.
"If you take him, Merriwell," said .Hal, "you must
pressed a desire to make the eleven.
Obediah seemed hurt because he was not given a count me out of ~. I'll not play with a fellow like
that."
trial.
"G9l ding it!" he exclaimed, in his squeaky voice.
"Then you do not think he is all right for the
"I kin play baseball, an' I jest bet I kin play football, eleven?"
though I don't know nothin' great about it now. I'm
"Certainly not."
willin' to 1earn. The j)tebes are goin' to have a team,
"He played last fall part of the time."
an' I kin git o er that, but I don't keer a rap about
"That makes no difference.''
I
"It makes a difference to Gorman, who insists that
that."
"Come out every day and take part in the practice," · I am trying to put all my favorites on the eleven and
urged Dick. "You want to understand that there will nowd the other feHows off."
be more than eleven men ' with the regular team, as
"That's rot, Merriwell. E':'erybody knows you
there must be several substitutes to fill the places of want to win, and that you will want only the best men
men who get hurt. If you knew the game, I might for the team, whether they are your friends or not."
give you a show at first and put you on later, but your
"You know somethipg about Crauthers that conlack of knowledge is against you. Learn all you can ." vinces you he is not a proper fellow for the eleveri ?''
"All right," nodded the fat boy. "But what's this
"Sure, and I rather fancy you know what it is that
I hear abaout a trainin' table?"
I know about him. He was Watson's particular
"vVhy, as soon as we settle down to business the friend."
men on the team will have a regular course of diet
"Look here, Darrell, if Gorman insists in trying
marked out for them, and they will have to stick by Crauthers on the team will you refuse to play, even
though you know it will make it harder for me?"
it."
"Does thatrut ·aout pie?"
Hal shrugged his sho.ulders.
"It does."
"I've said I would not play on a team with that
"Qh, Lors ! Then I guess I can't git onter the chap."
reg'ler team! l'. ll never_be able to git along without
"But you must see the trouble I am having in makpie. I kin train on pie, bu.t I ca11't do without it."
ing up the eleven this year."
Dick laughed at the earnestness or the fat boy, and
"I do."
he was compelled to co11fess to himself that Obediah
"I have counted on you."
had seemed to do very well on pie as a portion of his
"You didn't last year," said Hal, with a touch of
diet while playing baseball.
malice.
Frank did not think it best to interefere much in· the
"I didn't make up the team. I even had to fight to
t. atter of making up the eleven, and he left Dick
get onto it myself. You know that."
t~ work out the problem as best M could.
Hal knew it, but he could not forget that he had
I
iOf course Dick consulted with Gorman al;ld the found it even more difficult than had Dick in making
mernbers of the athletic committee. Gorman was op- the eleven. At one time he had felt sure Dick and
posed tO "two men proposed by Dick for the team, Frank were both working against him, and he had been
while he insisted that Mark Crauthers be given a very bitter; but later he learned that . he was entirely
show at the verI start.
mistaken, and his feelings had undergone a change.
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"Oh, I'm not going to be contrary, Merriwell," h.e but I sure allow this gang of plebes are different from
said; "but I don't like to play with Crauthers, and I what we were."
"I suppose that's the ·way it always seems to third
think you should stand out against him to the last."
It proved to be useless for Dick to stand out, as Gor- class men."
"They're a fresh lot, and they're going to get their
man insisted that Crauthers be given a trial, and the
salting in due time."
athlefrc committee backed him up.
That evening Frank came over . to the academy to
dethe
after
still
pretty
keeping
· Crauthers had been
parture of \Vatson, who 'had disappeared from the consult with Dick, whom he met outside the building.
"It's time we talked over signals and plays, boy,"
school rather than face an investigation that might
cause hi!> disgrace and expulsion; but he was duly said Merry. "We ought to have a different code of
elated when he found that he was on.e of the eleven signals 'this year. Our code last year was very simple. I think we might try something more elaborate.
men chosen to start the eleven.
".Merriwell isn't having everything his ciwn way," Let's o-o up to your room."
On their way they· picked up Buckhart and Darrell,
he thought. ''He won't be the whole sho1v this fall."
Then came a challenge from the plebes, who dared and the four gathered about the square ·table in Dick's
room.
the regular team to play them a practice game.
"It's likely our old code of. signals is pretty well
And Chester Arlington had been selected as captain
and manager of the plebe team. He was the one who known by this time," said Merry. "I believe there wete
some traitors and spies who made trouble for us last
sent the challenge to Dick.
"You won't notice it any whatever, will you, pard ?" year. I hope you have none of that sort of trouble
asked Brad, when Dick had handed the challenge over this season."
•
They listened to him ~ he talked of various ;lays,
to him.
which he explained by drawing diagrams on sheets of
"Yes," nodded the captain of the eleven.
paper.
"You will ?"
1
"\i\T e'll try to originate some new plays this year," he
"Certainly."
'
work ' last fall with the 'ends
said. "You did great
aYou won't accept?"
"On the contrary, I shall."
around' play, which was something novel and surpris"Why?"
mg. But first we must practice the simplest kind of
"I have not forgotten last year. We challenged the
football till the team gets to working together. Team
.
regulars and compelled tl;iem to play us. It was that
work i.n football is even !l}Ore important th.a n in_b_asegame that put me into the eleven. I believe in giving
· ball. · A baseball team may win games now and then
the plebes just the same show this year."
without team work, even when against a _nine !~:.t ~ 0
"But it's different now."
fully its equal; but in football it has fewer chances to
"How?"
"You went out when men were called for, but you turn the trick, and the team that works like clockwork
couldn't get a show on the team. This year the p'Jebes is the one that wins in the long run. Now, in regard
have refused to come out at all."
to our system of signals--"
"Because they have ,received some bad advice from
I
"Wait a minute, Frank," said Dick, as he ro~e.
{
Chester Arlington. The easiest way to find out what
He walked to the alcove, in which stood his bed.
sort of material there is in 1.fhat class is to play them a
practice game. vVe may discover some timber that His keen eyes had detected some one hiding beneath
the bed, and in a moment he had the fell ow .by the colwe can use."
"All right,'' said Brad_;. "do things just as xou like, lar and was dragging him forth.
1

,
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A SLIPPERY FELLOW ..
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"Yoµ're in .a bad scrape,'' said Frank. "A chap detected like this in another fellow's room is pretty sure
to get hauled over the coals if he· is reported."
"And this yere gent is about due to get all that's
coming to him!" put in Bracl.
"Open the door and I go out," said Miguel.
"Oh, yes!" exclaimed the Texan. "It will be just
like us!"
'

"Leggo !"
"In a minute."
The first cry was uttered by the detected spy, who
struggled desperately.
Dick gave the fellow the assurance that he would
be released in a minute.
Buckhart was on. his feet, and he offered to render
"\Ve'll let you go after you e~plain how you hapassistance.
pened to be in this room," said Dick.
"Let me get my hooks on the varmint!" he cried.
"That'~ the simplest way out of it," put in Frank.
"Keep away!" commanded Dick. "I •think I can
"He'll lie," said Darrell.
take care of this crawling thing."
Bunal glanced from one to the other of them as
"Who is it?" questioned Hal, wonderingly.
they spoke, and his eyes we.re fµll of contempt and
"\Vhy, it's that onery coyote, the Greaser!• said hatred. Those eyes were set close together, and they
Buckhart, in great rage.
were black as coals.
It was Miguel Bunal, the particular chum of Chester
"If I lie, then ·why ask?'' he demanded. "Just open
Arlington.
door and let go. I go out."
"Soak him, Dick!" urged Brad; "soak him good
"That would be an easy way out of it-for you,"
and hard !"
nodded Frank. "But ·we think you ought to make a
"Leggo !" cried Bunal again.
little explanation."
Then he fell to scratching and biting in the most
"No make anything! I go! Don't dare touch
desperate manner. He tried to set his teeth in Dick's
me!"
hand, aiid came very near succeeding.
He. started as if to move toward the door, at the
"Y op rattlesnake!" exclaimed Dick. "You are the
same time thrusting his hand into his bosom.
worst thing I ever struck !"
"Oh, no!" cried Brad. "We know you haven't got
• "Don't forget Hugo Darkmore," said Hal.
your
knife, for we have it right up there over the
"I've not forgotten him. This creature is worse!"
mantle--"
' Bunal twisted about an'd set his teeth in Dick's arm.
He stopped suddenly.
Then, of a sudden1 he broke the boy's hold on him
"The knife is gone!" exclaimed Dick.
and sprang away, standing panting at a little distance,
It
was true that the knife thrown at Dick in the
showing his white teeth.
woods,
which he had stuck up over the mantlepiece as
"Diel h~ hurt you much?" asked Brad, anxiously.
a
trophy,
had disappeared.
Dick shook his head.
. And now Dick and Brad 'understood how it hap"Well," said the Texan, "we want to give him some~
,
pened
that Miguel Bunal was in that room.
thing that will fix him so he won't spy again."
"Keep away!" snarled the young Spaniartl. "You
The fellow had come there to find and recover his
touch me 'gain I make you hurt!""
knife.
"\Vhat were you doing under that bed?" asked
'Bunal grinned a bit when he saw the expression that
Frank.
came to the face of Buckhart.
Miguel's lip curled, but he did not deign an answer.
"V\T ell, I'll eat my hat !1' cried Brad.
"Why, he was spying, of course!" said Darrell.
"Here! here l" exclaimed Dick, sharply. ','I think
"Or he was in this here room to steal," said Buck- that little toy belongs to mt now !"
"No!" hissed the Spanish boy.
\ hart. "I allow, perhaps, that was his little game."
"Why did you come in here?" asked Di~k. "Tell
"You tried to give it to m,e, and I am going to claim
..
the truth, Bunal, and don't try to deceive any one. it."The best thing you can do is to tell the truth."
"No give it up."
"Yah !" snapped the fellow, who seemed much like
"You're a heap sight better off without it," asserted .
a wildcat at bay. "You find out!"
Brad. "Some day you'll cut somebody 'With it. and

--
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t.hen yoq1!1 wish yott hadn't, for there is a law in this country that :will make you !ltnart for such tricks."
"Yah !" retorted Bunol, again.
Frank was studying the Spanish youth, a1ld he was
swiftly reaching the conclusion that for a treacfierous,
dang~rotts .enemy Miguel Bnnol was the limit
"This fellow cat~ 'make lots of trouble for Dick, if
he tries to do it," thought Merry. "The boy must be
1
.• on his guard all the time. '
Aloud he saic1 :
"Perhaps the best thing, Dick, would be ,t o march
him down. before Professor Gunn and explain jus.t
where you found him."
"That's the proper thing to do," ~greed Darrell.
"I no march!" declared Bunol.
"Oh I think we can find a way to march you!" returned Buckhart, with a smothered chuckle.
"You try to touch me you get it!"
"Come on, Dick!" said Brae!. "You freeze to him
on one side and I'll fasten to his other wing."
"Look out for his hand!" wanwd Frank. "He
may--"
"Y~1 keep off!" snarled Miguel, flourishing the
knife, which he flashed forth, while he backed away
toward the window, which had· been left open. "I
soak somebody!"
''Now, what do you think of that, Frank?" asked
Dick. "What would yon do with a thing like that?"
Merry did not reply, for Buckhart gave a snarl and
rushed at Bunol, regardless of the knife.
The young Spaniard had retreated to the window,
~nd t~ow he made a quick move that -surprised them all.
Like a' cat, he went over the windowsill and disappeared out of the window.
"Great Scott'!" exclaimed Darrell. "Where has he
gone?"
'· "Couldn't drop to the ground," said Frank.
Buckhart had paused in amazement, and so it happened that Dick was first to reach the window and look
out. As he thrust his head out something struck past
his throat. barely 1nissirig. It was the hand .of Miguel
Bunol, who had slipped .to one side on the window coping and was clinging there.
3'ick dodged back, and something like an exc!ama .
tfon 'o f disappoin tment caine from the Spanish boy.
Then young Merriwell saw the cat-like .c reature slip
along the coping with perfect ease and disappear noi~e.
lessly into the window of the next r:oom, whkh was
also open.

"That explains how he · got in here," muttered Dick.
"But that is Jolliby's room. How did he get in there?''
He drew back.
"Come on!" he exclaimed. "The fe11ow has d? clged
into Jollibj's windo\v."
He darted out of the room and was at Jolliby' s_. doci1'
directly.
"Cuc-cue-cue-come in!" stuttered Chip, iu an:w.~er to·
Dick's knock.
The long, lank fellow was standing ready to salute
in case it was an inspecting officer. He lo• ked relieved when he saw Dick and his comp'ani ons.
"Cuc-cue-cue-can't tell, what's gug-gug-g ug-g.)ing to
happen these days," he cackfed, his protrudin g f\.da111::>
apple bobbing queerly in his long neck. • "Liable to
have a snip of a ca-ca-ca-cadet cue-cue-cue-corporal
dodge in on you and chalk you up for bub.bub-breathing. Keeps a fi,1£-fuf-fellow guessing all the time."
The boys looked around, but could see nothing of
Bunol.
"A fellow came through your window a moment
ago, J olliby," said Dick. "Where is he_?"
"H'ey ?" gasped Chip, surprised. "Cuc-cut~came
through my window? Wh-wh-\ h-what're you giving me?"
"It's on the level. He dodged out of my window,
slipped along the coping and dodged into· yours."
"Well, dinged if I saw him, and I've been sitting
right here all the tut-tut-tut -time. Hairmy bub~bub
back toward the window, but I must have heard him."
"Not this chap. He--"
"Look out!"
Out from behind some portieres jumped a form that
went across the room like a flash and disappeared
through the door, which had been left 6peri.
Miguel Bunol had escaped.
CHAPTE R VIIL
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This was the line-up of the regular team when it
formed on the field for the practice game with the
plebes. There were several things about the makeup of
the team that did not snit Dick. He was not satisfied
to have Crauthers on left end, and he did not believe
Hugh Douglass fast enough to play center. Douglass
was one of his staunch friends, but that made no difference to Dick, who did not count friendship anything
in making up a winning team.
The center of the plebe te~1m was Obediah Tubbs,
'~ho l:a9_ p~u-ct:ased a new football suit and looked
g1gant1c 111 it.
"Darn my picter, if I don't make you fellel~ git up
and git!" he laughed, as he looked the regulars over.
"This is a game where size cuts some figger."
Chester Arlington, manager and captain of the
plebes, had chosen to play half-back opposite Dick.
"Just you watch out," he told his friends. "See if
I don't show that fellow up. I have played this game
as much as he has, and a great deal more. ~Then it
comes down to the fine points, I'll bet that I know
more in a minute than he'll ever learn."
Chester had a most exalted opinion of his own abil•
ities.
Bunal was not one of the plebe team.
"It's •a good thing," observed Brad. "He might
take a fancy to play the game with that toadsticker of
his, and then he'd get kicked into mincemeat."
Frank Merriwell was unanimously chosen to referee
the game, which was to consist of two ten-minute
periods
'
Before the game Merry put the team through some
lively warming-up practice.
The plebes drew apart by themselves. First they
gathered about Arlington, with their heads close together, and talked. Then he had them spread out into
a circle, and they commenced tossing the ball round
from hand to hand in a lively way.
Frank noted this and smiled a bit to himi>elf, for he
knew Arlington ha:d seen some college teams start pre\ liminary practice in this manner, and was doing it to
\ impress the regulars.
l
The plebes followed with some kicking and falling
cm the ball, and finally Merry blew his whistle as a
signal for the game to start.
Every cadet who took a'/y interest in the game had
turned out if possible to witness the struggle.
The plebes had gathered in a body to cheer their

-team, and they were vei:y noisy in their demonstrations,
even before the contest started.
As the two teams lined up the plebes broke forth into
the yell of their class, ending with the natne of Arlingto1\.
,
"Well, wouldn't that freeze your hoofs!" muttered
Buckhart. "Hear thell'. xell for that fellow !"
Dick said not a word.
The two teams scattered over the field. The D)ebes ,,;•
had tht;, kick off, and the wind was with ,them.
'(.
There was a hush, then a sudden burst of sound, for
Obediah Tubbs had Kicked off, sending the yellow oval
s~iling far down the field with the wind.
Hal Darrell caught it on the run, slackened a bit
<tnd plunked his toe into it, to send it wiggling and
squirming along against the wind for a longer disance than the opening drive by the fat boy.
.
The plebe who caught the ball passed it instantly to
Chester Arlington. Chester had his opportunity, and
it must be confessed that he improved it handsomelyby making a beautiful long kick to Singleton.
Big Bob's good right leg had lost none of its cunning or strength, and he made a smashing kick that returned the ball.
The plebe quarter-back got it and away he darted.
"There they go!" was the shout.
Arlington went past the quarter-back and took the
ball on the . run, striking straight for the center of the
regulars.
This skillful movement had not been fully anticipated and there was something doing when Obediah
Tubbs came tearing down the field in advance of Ar~
lington. The first fellow who tried to reach the man
with the bal was bowled oYer by Obediq.h, whose speed
was not slackened in the least. The second met the
same fate. That mountain of flesh thundered on.
How the plebes yelled! This ·was what they "'-anted
to see. Things were coming their way in short order,
Their team was "showing up" the regulars. \i\Tell,
wouldn't Dick Merri well feel sick when it was over!
Obediah Tubbs seemed irresistible as an interferer.
And he could run, a fact which he had demonstrated in
more than one baseball game.
It seemed that, aided ·by the vvonderful fat boy, ~r
lington would go straight through the center of the
regular team and make a touchdown. Suc.h a thing
would be sure to fill the regulars with dismay. Oh, it
would be showing Dick Merri well up in great shape!
But what was that? A lithe form had cut in at an .

'
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angle orr Arli?gton-, had shot p2st Tubbs', and-the
runner was dmvn !
Dick Merriwell had made a
ing tackle that
brought Chester Arlington to the earth with stunning
.

furr~

\

.

The spectators cheered. The plebes were silent for
a mome1ft, and then, realizing that the ball had ' heen
carried far into the territory of the regular team, they
_?pened np again.
• The ~all was down on the twenty-five yard line, and
there the two teams formecl nose to nose, riady for
the scrimmage.
1
Arlington had been badly shaken up, and he could
not seem to recover quickly. He was not in condition to stand such a shock and not feel it severely.
"I'd made that touchdown if it hadn't been for Merriwell !" ht> thought, bitterly. "He's the only one
who could 11ave stopped me."
Even as this passed through his' mind the ball was
snapped and passed to the opposite half-back, who tried
to 'go rotp1d the right end, only to be brought down by
Billy Bradley.
No gain.
" 'Ow is that!" cried Billy.
"Good enough,'' answered Dick. "That's playing a
little."
"Hi thought hit was playing a 'ole iot,'' muttered
e Cockney youth, in disappointment.
As the ball was snapped back again Chip Jolliby
ame through the line and caught it up. But. he did
t go ten feet before he was downed.
The regulars had obtained the ball, however.
" Now we'll get after them," said Dick. "Let's stop
thi~ fooli.sh business and play. "
Smart called the signal and Douglass snapped the
ball; bnt Obediah Tubbs seemed to walk right oYh
Douglass, althou\ h Hugh was a sturdy fellow. Nevertheless . Obediah was not quick enough, and the ball
was. given to Darrell, who clashed to the right like a
shot.
l\IIerriwell cut in the opposite direction, and to many
it seemed that the ball was passed from Hal to Dick.
tater they were surprised to see Douglass circling the
plebes' left encl.
It was Arlington who distinguished himself once
more by tackling Darrell just as ·Hal crossed center.
Now the regular team began a series of si;pashing
assaults into the opposing line. It was football of the

simplest kind, but it was good practice in the way of •
forming interfer~nce.
Frank was surpri sed to find that both teams playea
well, although the plebes vvere steadily driven back,
their defense proving inadequate everywhere except in
the center of the line. The center stood like an immovable hill, and it was soon discovered a waste of energy
to direct an attack there.
The regulars smashed and bored their way down the
field to the thirty-five yard line, but there they lost the
ball on a fumble.
The plebes started with an off-side play tqat was unfortunate for them, as they made an advance of fifteen
yards. They were inclined to kick when compelled to
lose the advantage thus secured.
;For the next few minutes both sides played loosely.
At last the ball was secured once more on downs by
the regulars.
·
'' First half pretty near up, Dick,'' said Singleton.
Dick spoke a word to Smart, and not a moment
was lost in getting ready to play. The ball went to
Merriwell, who seemed on the point of plunging into
the center, but went Jike the wind to the left.
Crat)thers blocked the plebes' right end a moment,
but the fellow got away and jumped at Dick. Dick
dodge~ and ran on till Chester Arlington flung himself forward, tackled and brought the runner down.
Two or three fellows piled up at once.
Dick held fast to the ball, and out of the mass he
squirmed in some manner. He was rising to his feet
when Crauthers came slamming over the pile up, .
struck on Dick's shoulders and ct"ushed him to earth.
Then it seemed that the remaining, players of both
teams fell on them, and the chance for a brilliant run
and a possible touchdown was lost.
The whistle sounded, and the first half was declared
ended.

CHAPTER IX.
DICK'S

(

DEMAND.

The plebes were almost hilarious with jqy. It was
a great thing to keep the regulars from scoring. Oh;
but Dick Merri well would be sore!
Arlington was congratulated. He received every
compliment with smiling importance.
"Oh, I -know I could show those fellows a t\1ing .1
or two !" he nodded, taking all the credit upon him-

..
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• self. ''Merriwell stopped me from scoring a touchdown1 but I got back at him."
"You tackled him all right, but he gu't env~y from
ye, an'. I bet a fishhook he'd done some tall stunts
arter that if it hadn't bin for Crauthers/' said Obe·
.
diah Tubbs.
"Who's Crauthers ?"
"The other side's left end."
1
'\i\lhy, · how did be help us?"
"'He came down onto Merriwell like a thousan'
brick jest as Merri well was gittin up to start ag'irl. ''
"What did he do that for?"
"Yoµ tell!"
Arlington did not like to be robbed of any portion
of ,his gLory, ancl he ridicnled Obediah's statement.
. "It's not likely one of their owo men helped us,"
he said. "That's all foolishness. Don't give us any
more of that!"
But Obediah was not the only one who had noticed
Crauthers' strange act and commented on it. Dick
was 'told by several that he would have scored beyond
a doubt but for that.
Frank talked to the team during the intermission.
He did not tell them that he was much disappointed in
the showing they had made. but such was the 'truth. •
Dick also gave his men a little talk.
"We must get right after those chaps in the next
half," he said. "Don't give them a moment to
breathe. Push them right to the wall. We can't let
them show us up like this."
•
when the second half beThe plebes were hilarious
gan. Some of their remarks about Dick and the regular team · were really insulting. Dick felt his blood
getting warm. He set his teeth and resolved to make
them change their tune in short order.
Singleton kicked off. He ha<l the wind with him.
Buckhart an<l
and he drove far down the field.
Crauthers went down fast under the ball, but the plebe
full-back smashed it back.
Darrell returned the kick.
Arlington cat1ght the ball and started with it, but
Buckhart downed him before he had made five yards.
Then the real hot work began. The first assault of
the plebes secured a gain of three yards, but on their
next try the regulars forced them back foll seven yards
with a whirlwind sweep. Almost before they realized
•it the plebes were forced to kick.
Arlington smashed the ball, but he was excited no~v

and made a mess of it, tl~e oval barely reacli.1ng t~~
center of the field.
Smart got the ball and darted in and out in a twisting course right 'through the ceri,ter. Ted was re·
markably swift on his feet, and he was doing finely
till he found himself confronted by Tubbs. The little
fellow tr1ed to get past Obediah, but the ' f°at boy
seemed too broad; and he gathered Ted in and dropped
'
'
Qn him .. '
•
off.
roHed
Obediah
as
Smart,
'!Oh, my!" gasped
"I like that f You are so light! Do it again, please!"
"Darn my picter if I don't when I git chance!"
said the fat boy.
Dick had decided that it was useless to try to break
'through the plebes 1 center. Tubbs was too heavy;
he was like a stone wall .
The attack was concentrated on the right wing of
the plebes, and it soon proved effective. Dick went
smashihg through f'Or 'five yards. · Darrelt made thr~e,
and the work was kept up until the ball was down
·within four yards of the goal line. ,
"Over with it, fellows!" urged Dick. "Ies easy!"
Smart gave the signal. The ball was snapped and
passed to Dick. Dare and Shannock butted a hole I
in the lirl.e, and Dick was going through easily when
Crauthers shouldered him straight into the arms of a
plebe, who downed him within a foot of the goal.
Dick gave Crauthers a look as he rose.
"What is the game you are playing?" he aske
meaningly.
"Football,'' was the answer .
"Nobody would ever know it!" declared Dick.
Crauthers gro.w!e.d' in his throat and showed his
dark teeth. He knew Dick had not wanted. him -...o n
th~ team and that he was there in ,opposition ta young
l\~erriwell's wishes.
The plebes were desperate, . and th~y made a stand_
that held the ball right. where it was 0~1 the next scrimmage.
Would the regulars be compelled to try a field kick?
If so, it would seem something of a triumph for the
plebes, even though a goal were secured.
Smart jammered a signal. There was a ~udde1
move, a twisting, writhing, circling mass 1 a swaying
and a fall-but the ball was over.
Darrell, however, had made the touchdown.
Crauthers had succeeded in robbing Dick of that si'tisfaction.
In the str~ggle Obediah Tubbs had 'recei~ecf a
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wrenched ankle, and he soon £om\d it impossible to
step on that foot. This made it necessary to put another fellow in his place.
From that time on the regulars found no trouble
iu ~coring at will on the plebes. The center proved
tbe ·weak spot 1n the line, and the defence of the.rlebes
was ton>t to pieces with perfect ease. Three touchdowns and as many goals were made in rapid succession, and during the last few minutes of the game
the regular team deliberately put itself on the defensive fp,r the practice it would receive in playing that
kint:l of a game. It was demonstrated beyond a doubt
that Tubbs was the whole backbone of the plebes, and
the halo of glory that had seemed to surround Chester
Arlington faded rapidly.
When the game was over Arlington left the field
in a most disapp<?inted frame of mind. It seemed to
give him little consolation to tell him that his team
had done finely in the first l\alf. He knew the removal o.f Tubbs and what followed had betrayed to
everybody where their strength lay.
As the boys trotted off toward the gymnasium
Crauthers found himself quite alone. Not one of the
team approached him or offered to speak to h~m.
"Expect I made a fool of myself," he muttered;
"but I couldn't help it. Did it before I thought.
Didn't want to see Merriwell make the first goal."
Not much more than thirty minutes later Dick Merwell stood before the manager and the athletic committee. He had asked that they meet him to speak of
matter of importance.
":.'dr. Merriwell," said the chairman, "I understand
you wish to speak of a matter of importance."
Dick bowed.
·
"I presume. gentlemen," he said, with all the dignity a boy in his position could command, "that you
all witnessed the practice game to-day? Am I right?"
They assured him that he was.
"What did you think of it?"
"vVell," said Philip 'Varne, who was chairman of
the new committee, "personally I was much disappointed in the first half."
. Oliv~r Stone nodded.
"I thought it very strange that you could not score
in the first half," he declared.
"Did you see how we were prevented from scoring?"
"See? Why, I - - vVhat do you mean?"
"I thought you were going to get round the end
1
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and make a touchdown," said Anson Day "but you
were tackled · and prevented."
"I was tackled, but I might have scored, as the
tackler lost his hold on me· when we went down, and
I was getting onto my feet with a clear field in front
of · me. I was prevented from making another try,
by one of our own team."
·
"An accident," said the manager, quickly. .
"It might have seemed that way, but it was not."
"'v\That ?" cried Hadley Burrows. "Do you mean
to claim that one of ypur team deliberately tried to
hinder you from making a touchdown?"
"Yes, sir."
"Be ·careful!'' warned Gorman. "This 1s a grave
chq.rge."
"I know it, and I would not make· it on my own account. I think I can fight my own battles, but I do
not care to take any chances where the honor and
glpry of old Fardale is concerned. If there i~ a
tricky fellow on the team who may cause us to lose
games by his jealousy, · I think he should be removed
before he has a chance to do us harm."
"Right," nodded John vVarwick; "but we must
111ake· no mistake. vVe must not be too hasty."
"It can't be," said Dick, "that all of you failed to
n0te that, in the second half, as we were trying to
slam the ball over the line, I was tackled and stopped
by one of our own team. That one "".as the same chap
who stopped me before."
"Possibly another accident."
"If that is ti'ue, the fellow loses his head and is not
a fit man to have on '\he eleven."
"There's something in that," agreed Warwick.
"Oh, you can't expect every one of the fellows to
play right up to the mark at the very start!" put i9
Gorman.
"But we can expect something better than we saw
to-day.'·'
•
"I have explained one reason why we did not do
better," said Dick. "We cannot be 1successful as long
as that man remains on the team, and I aqi here to
ask permission to fill his place."
"Who is the man?" asked Warwick.
"Mark Crauthers," answered Dick, unhesitatingly.
Gorman was up instantly.
"Merriwell has been prejudiced against Crauthers
from the very start !" he exclaimed. "He is not inclined to give the fellow a fair show. I insist that
Crauthers be retained on the team until he has demon-

l
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"Dropped from the eleven! What do you think of
strated whether he can play fast enough for that posithat? Dropped before I've even had a chance to
tion or not!"
"And I insist that he be removed at once!" said play in anything but a little scrub game! And I've
Dick, his eyes gleaming. "I will be held responsible been told that I'm not even wanted as a substitute!
for the success or failure of the team more than an¥ Wouldn't that jar you some!"
"Dick Merri\vel l--"
other man, and I am not going to be handicapped in
"You've guessed it! He dropped me."
this way. I ask authority to tell him at once that he
'
"But Gorman- -"
is no longer on the team."
the committee
says
.He
him.
to
went
I
use;
"No
move
would
Dick stood on that flat, and nothing
good."
for
out
I'm
erriwell.
M
behi1.1d
is
him. The committee got their heads together, and
"lv1y boy," said Stark, "you brought it on yourself.
there was an earnest discussion. Then followed a
vote. Gorman was uneasy, and his uneasiness in- I saw it. I saw you drag Merri.well back and ke.ep
him from making a touchdown. You were too hasty.
creased when Warne rose to ·announce the vote.
1
You should have waited.'
have
"Mr. Merriwell," ~aid the chairman, "we
"Couldn't wait! I did it before I thought what I
agreed that you ·are to use your best judgment in th~s
important matter, and that we will stand by you in was doing. Anyhow, t believed Gorman had more
power than he has. Merriwell didn't want me in
whatever you do."
the first place, but Gorman got me onto the team 1 and
his
for
"That's all I want," bo>ved Dick, reaching
cap. "I do not think I'll give you cause to regret it. ' I thought I'd stay there. See here, fellows, this Dick
Merriwell is going to run things in the same way he ·
Then he went out to look for Mark Crauthers.
did before, only it will be worse. I can' t stand 1t !
That's why I wanted to see you fellows and have a
talk with you."
CHAPTER X.
"What do you think we can do?"
THE WOLF GANG REORGANIZE D.
"I don't know now, but we are three members of
In a little gulley about a mile from the academy tbe old \i\Tolf Gang. We might reorganize the gang."
three fellows met at dusk. They knew there was
Hogan shook his head. He had been filling a pipe.
little clanger that they would be seen in that spot.
Now he struck a match and lighted the pipe.
The three were Fred Stark, Sam Hogan anci Mark
''I don't believe it advisable," he said. "Th~re are
Crauthers. The face of the latter told that he was in
only three of us, and we couldn' t do much against
anything but a pleasant state df mind.
Merrjwell and his crowd. Besides, if we were to
"Here we ate!" said Stark, with some satisfaction.
reorganize, some of the old tricks of the gang might
"But there are two faces missing~'
come UR against ~ls. It;s dangerous."
"Poor Tod!" sighed Hogan, with a surprising show
"I was· against it myself in the first place," said ·
of sympathy for a fellow like him.
differently now."
"Poor \Vatson !" said Stark, but it was plain that Crauthers, "but I feel
mbth, and they appealed to
saying
not
Stark was
he was not .deeply grieved.
"The · old gang is broken up," muttered Hogan.
"Perhaps it is ju~t as well. \ i\Tatson wanted, to hold
it together."
"Vi/hat's the matter with you , Crauthers ?" asked
Stark. "You look as if you could eat spikes."
' '. I feel that way,' ' growled the fellow with the dark
teeth. "I never felt uglier in all my life than I do
this blessed minute."
"vVhat's the matter?"
"I'm dropped."
"Dropped ?"
"Yes."
"What do you mean?"

I

him.
"It would be all right if we had two other fellows
"I
we could trust," he said, lighting a cigarette.
we
Then
gang.
the
in
five
have
to
ought
we
think
could work secretly against Merriwell, and ' we might
cut some ice. "
"But where are the other two?" said Hogan.
"Right here!"
There was a rattling of stones and pebbles, and tht.
trio started up iri consternatio n as two human forms
came slipping clown the steep side of the gully ~ml .
landed in their Yery midst.
"Who in thunder-- "
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"Just us," said . Chest~r Arlington, coolly. "Permit n;e to introduce my friend, Miguel Bui101. We
happei1ed to be sitting up there, 3J1d we heard some
of your conversation. It interested us, and we listened. I'm glad we did. We have learned that you
are not much in love with Mr. Merriwell. Neither
'
are we."
"Hate him!" hissed B·unol. ':Sometime do him up
hard."
. "You can depend on us," assl}red Arlington, coolly. ,
"We are fhe very fellows to take the places of your
missing members. Reorganize your. gang, .and count
us in. I have money, and I may be able to make
even more trouble for Mr. Merriwell than the· former
member whom I shall represent."
The three \Valves looked at one another through
the dusk.
"\Vell !" breathed Ci-anthers. "\i\'hat do you say,
fellows?"
"I'm agreed!" nodded Stark, resuming his cigarette.
Hogan held off.
"What sort of business are we going into?" he
asked. "I've buried the hatchet with Merriwell and·
smoked the pipe of peace."
"So much the better,'' said Stark. "He'll neve1:
suspect you."
"Oh, I think we'd better reorganize the gang!" excla· 1ei::l Crauthers. "It 'will be iike old times. The
Bl
Wolves will be on the trail again! Look out
ogan wavered. In his heart he was unwilling,
they persuaded him at last and he agreed. ·
Then the five took a solern.n oath to stand by · one
another and to work for the discomfiture and undoing
of Dick Merriwell. They clasped hands on it, and
once more the \i\' olf Gang was reorganized. ·

CHAPTER XI.
BUCKHART

IN

TROUBLE.

Brad Buckhart had been into town and was re turning to the academy. Night had fallen ; an cl i he
stars were out.
Buckhart walked along briskly.
While passing through a short strip of woods his foot
rope that had been stretched across
struck against
the road, and he fell sprawling.
In a moment two fellows jumped out and leaped on
his back.
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Although taken by surprise, Buckhart did not give
up easily.
"What kind of joke is this?" he roared. "I reckon
you galoots think it a fine one!"
He twisted about and managed to fling one of them
off. Others rushed forward, but the Texan rose to
his knees with one of his assailants on his back.
"Vvhoop !" he cried. "Can't put me cl.own and out
so easy!"
"Soak him!" pant.eel one of the fellows. "Give it to
him hard! Be quick!"
Buckhart .felt that something was coming, and he
managed to dodge his head aside to avoid a blow that
must have knocked him senseless.
"You oner:f CO:fOtes !" he snarled. "About a dozen
to one, are ye! \!Vell, we'll make it good and · lively
while it lasts!"
·
He got one of the fellows by the throat, and th3t
chap gurgled a cry· for help.
"He's choking,. boys. He's chok--" ·
"Oh, I'll squeeze your wozzle some!" came from the
lips of the fighting Texan. "I sure will!"
But he flung the fellow aside and got onto his feet.
-r'hey struck him repeatedly, but the blows did not
seem to have much effect.
"That's ·one!" he grated, as he hit one of the ·crowd ·
and dropped him to the ground.
They were amazed by the fight he put up.
"Get him clown!" urged the leader.
"But he won't stay down for a lot of sneaking duffers like you!" returned the Westerner.
Still he was getting the worst of it, and he felt that
•
the fight could not last long.
Be had ·left· Dick in town, and fust ndw he felt that
he would give something to have young Merriwell
happen along. But he vvas compelled to fight · it out
alone.
"I'll go the whole bunch of you one at a time!" he
declared. "Just give me tf1at chance! It's all I ask!"
One of the fellows who was clown caught him about
the lrness, and over he toppled. Brad rolled ·over and
over, and they followed him up, trying to get hold of
him.
"Freeze to him!" urged the fellow who seemed to
be the leader. "D0n't let him get away now!"
Buckhart rolled into the ditch, and there was a general mix-up, for his assailants seemed to ·get ·in · their
own way. In the midst of it he rose up and sailed into
them hammer and tongs.
·

.
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"\i\That's the game?"
"I reckon maybe I'm good for this gang anyhow!"
"You' re Dick Merriwell's friend."
of
he cried, with · his blood aroused ;ind all the ardor
"Sure thing."
battle on him. "How do you like that?"
"That's enough. ' \i\7e're beginning with you, and
His blows were heavy, and for the time it seemed
we'll doctor his friends one by one."
that he would succeed in putting them all to rout.
" Fi ne game! You ought to be proud of yourstruck
and
But one of them came up behind him
selves!"
him with something that again dropped him to his
"Oh, you're still defiant, are you? You'd be begkpees. Bright lights seemed flashing before his eyes.
"Done up!" came faintly from his lips. "But I ging hard if you knew what was coming."
" Nary beg."
didn't have a show! If I had--"
"We' re going to throw you into this old vault, close
Then they forced him clown, twisted his hands bethe door and leave you."
hind his back, pinned 'him fast and tied him.
when
fellows
of
lot
"That's a brave piece of business! I congratulat e
exhausted
They were a panting,
them
of
you on it!"
they had accomplished their purpose. Some
"You'll die in there."
were pretty well used up.
"Perhaps not. I count on being in at the funeral
"You p'isen varmints!" grated the captive.
are!"
you
your whole crowd, "
lot,
of
old
"You're a brave
leader.
the
"The vault is airtight."
"Better not talk too much!" snarled
"That frighten s me, not! I know you cowards
"The less you say the better it will be for you!"
"Oh, I can't say enough! Go ahead with your haven't nerve enough to shut me up in there and leave
funeral! My turn will come, and I'll get good and me to smother."
"Oh, put him in!" urged one. "What's the use to
square when it does!"
They wore handkerchiefs tied over their faces, but waste words with him!"
• When they stooped to pick Brad up he managed to
he knew they were cadets from the academy.
one
said
minute,"
any
along
come
may
"Somebody
kick one of the fellows on the jaw and send him
here
from
away
of them. "Cut that rope. Let's get
sprawling. A howl of pain escaped the fellow's lips.
in a hurry."
"Look out for his feet," warned the leader.
"Better gag him," said one.
"You come near enough," invited Brad. "I'd I' e
one
of
hold
got
Buckhart
it
do
to
tried
When they
to get one in on you, but you take good care of y
came
pain
of
howl
a
and
fellow's fingers with his teeth,
precious hide, Chester Arlington."
from the chap's lips.
"What ails you? I'm not Chester Arlington!"
"Reckon I' ve marked you so I'll know ye!" panted
"Oh, yes you are! You are the worthy son o
'
tlte Texan.
great man! Your father will have the pleasure of
gave
he
and
face,
the
in
blow
.Then he was hit a
seeing you hanged some day, and I am betting my pile
up fighting for the time. They were compelled to on that. "
carry him, for he refused to walk. "Chuck him in!" was the command.
Over the fence and away across the fields into the
Brad tried to do some more kicking, but they avoided
borne.
was
Texan
the
old cemetery
hi s feet and dragged him into the vault.
It was dark and musty in there.
"If he utters a howl, hit him hard with the sandleader.
the
ll have time enough to think it over before
directed
"You'
bag., "
voice,"
your
by
you
you croak," jeered one of the five rascals, as they
"I'll come pretty near knowing
declared Brad.
backed off toward the door.
"Go ahead with your dirty work, you curs!"
In the cemetery was an old vault, and near this
sand was not gone, as they discovered to their
stopped.
Brad's
th~y
" This is the place," ,:;aid one, and the door of the surprise.
"Good-by, Buckhart!" they called. "We're going
vault was pulled· open.
"Is this where you're going to plant me?" asked to close the door."·
"Your turn ~1ext," asserted the undaunted fellow.
Brad.
Then the heavy door closed upon him.
"That's what/' was the vicious answer.

I
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CHAPTER XII.
THE GANG GETS ITS MEDICINE.

Buckhart was missing from the academy the next
day. His disappearance was a mystery, and it ca~isecl
no end of talk speculation and wonderment.
What ha<l become of him?
Efforts were made to find out, and some one started
the story that he had run away from th!! academy.
There seemed no other reasonable e planation of his
(
sudden chsappearance. t
Of course, Dick ·was plied with questions, but all he
would say was that he believed Buckhart would turn
up all right and explain everything.
That night five fellow~ met at an appointed place.
They were the members of the 'i\/olf Gang, and they
chuckled over the excitement _th~y had created.
"\\Tell, we certainly stirred things up a little," said
Crauthers.
"But the whelp knew me!" exclaimed Chester Ai:lington. "He called me by name."
"Oh, he can't proYe anything!" •assured Stark.
"Your face was covere\l, like the rest of us. All he
can say is that he recognized your voice."
"But he's liable to get me into trouble that way."
"Not much. Your word is as good as his."
e must be pretty hungry by this time," said Ho'If he isn't dead from fright:

We told him the
rault was airtight, and · that may ha ,.e frightened
0
him to death."
"Not much!" exclaimed Crauthers, who was nursing a sore hand. "He isn't the kind that gets scared
to death. The wl:ielp nearly bit one of my fingers off."
"Arte:! he ·can'le near kicking a lung 01,,1t of me," confessed Stark. "I couldn't breathe for a minute."
"Wl~at are we going to do with him now?" ask-:d
Arlington.
"Take him oi..1t of the vault and lea\re him beside
the road. Some one will come along and set him
free."
So they tied the handkerchiefs over their faces and
made their way toward the old cemetery. As they
• approached the vault they listened to see if they · could
hear a.ny sounds.
"It's ·pretty stiil in there," nrnttered Hogan, staud-

I

ing ot1tsi<le the door. "'What if he is dead? · Are
you sure he woud have air enough to ?reathe ?"
"Oh, sure!" declared Stark. "I tried the place, and .
it is so imperfect that there was not the least dianoe ·
that he would smother to death."
Still Hogan was uneasy.
"We will be murderers if anything like that has hap·
pened," he said, huskily.
They hesitated about opening the door, but finally
it was unfastened and swung back. The vau.Jt
yawned bla kly and silent.
"Hello, Buckhart!" called one of them.
No answer.
"Say, speak up! How is your appetite?"
Still no ans\.ver.
Hogan was s~aking a little.
"It's mighty strange!" he said. "Somebody go in
and see if he's there."
They stood back and waited for each other1 none of
them seeming anxious to enter that place.
At that moment the five rascals were genuinely
alarmed.
"Somebody strike a match," suggested Arlin~ton.
This was done, and the lighted match was held up,
while they crowded about the door .and peered in.
A puff of air blew the match out.
"Good Lord!" exclaimed Crauthers. "I don't believe he is in there!"
"He must be!" ·exclaimed Arlington. "The door
was fastened, and he could not get out. Strike another match."
The order was obeyed, and the fellow who lighted it
stepped crouchingly into the vault.
The light showed . them that the place was empty! .
Brad Buckhart was not there!
"He's not in it!,; exclaimed Stark.
"But you are!'' said a tri\1mphant voic~ behind
the rascally five, and they whirled to see almost a
dozen dark figures which had arisen from behind the
graves and headstones and gathered .in about them.
Exclamations of fear broke from the members of
the gang, and they started to try to ·break away.
"Grab them!" commanded· Dick Merriwelll who was

1
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the leader of the ·party. "Don't let one of them
escape!"
, There was a short struggle, and one after another
of the gang was captured.
.Ai::lington put up quite a fight, but he was subdued
after a time. Bunol tried to draw his knife, but a
strong pair of hands seized his wrists and held them.
"I reckon this yere is my turri !" laughed Brad Buckhart,, grimly. "I allowed it would come, and it has!"
The Wolves were badly frightend, -but Arlington
I
forced a laugh, saying:
"Well, it was a pretty good j.oke, but the laugh is on
us now."
"That's what.it .is!" agreed Buckhart. "And we're
going fo laugh good and hard, you bet!"
I

The captives were formed in the center of the
party· and commanded to march.
· ''Where are you going to take us?" asked Hogan.
"You'll find out pretty soon," laughed Dick Merriwell.
'. Away across the fields to the shore of Lily Lake
they .Were marched. When the lake was re~ched their
att~ntion was called to a strange arrangement on the
bank.
"H;ere is a genuine 'old-fashione<l clucki1ig stool," explained Dick. "We had it constructed to-day especially for your benefit."

,.
"All ready!" was the response.
'
"Let him go!"
Splash!
Down went the haughty son of the great railroad
man. Again and again he was ducked, until when
they took him off the stool he was limp and almost
strangled.
"The Greaser ext!" cried Brad.
1
"I kill you some time!'' . snarled Miguel, as he
was fastened onto the stool.
But that threat did not stop them, and he "got his."
The othei·s followed rapidly, :po one being favored, and
the Wolf Gang was pretty meek and mild when the
performance was over.
"Thanks, pard," said Buckhart, as they were walking back to the academy. "You came along last
night at just the right time, and your scheme to lay
low and give these chaps a polishing off to-night .was
simply g reat."
"I heard suspicious sot~'.1ds over in the cemetery as
I was passing," said Dick, "and I took a notion to in~
vestigate. I ctept up just as they were shutting you
111.
I think this ~in be a good lesson to that gang,
and we can afford to let them alone until they g at
their crooked tricks again."
0

THE END,

"And we're going to souse you good and hard," assured ·Buckhart.

·T he N e xt N u mbe r (3 39 ) Will Con tain

"What a shame!" sobbed Ted Smart. "It pains
my tender little heart to see such a cruel thing happen !;'

DICK MERRIWELl'S MERCY;

The handkerchiefs were stripped from the face s of
the five , rascals, and they were inspected by every
member of the party.
"J,ust so we'll know you next time," said Brad.
Arlington was the first one to be seated on the ducking stool. He was shaking, but he refused to beg.
"You fellows will have to settle for this!" he declared. "My father will make you sorry!"
"All right," said Brad. "We'll settle with D. Ros. coe. All ready, fellows!"

OR,

The first Game on the Gridiron.
Here is a story for you! Time and again Mr.
Standish has demonstrated to the Tip Top world what
a grea_t artist he is in the portrayal of character. But
in No. 339 he literally outdoes himself, and no Tip Top •
reader can afford to miss this story. It is a rattler
of the first order. It is one of Burt L. Standish's best.

..
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APPLAUSE.

NEW YORK,

Octobe1~

4 1 rgoz.

Terma to Tip Top WeeJdy lllaJl Sub•crtbera.
(P08TAGB FREEi.)
!ltasle Ooptea or Ba.ck Numltera, Ge. Eacla.
a months ••• ~ ...••.•.••.••.... tliic. One year .....•....••....•.••.•.. $a.lit
• months .....•.........•...... 86c.
2 copies one year ........••.... 4.0I
I months .............•..•..... $1.ai
l, copy two years .•........•... ~.00
How To SEND MONlllY.-By poat-ottlce or expresa money order,
registered letter. bank check or draft, .at our risk. At your owa
risk It sent by currency, coin, or posta&"e atampe In ordinary
lettif"i:cmIPTa.-Recelpt or your remittance Is a.cknowledged b7
proper ohange of number on your label. It not correct you have
not been properly c'redited. an d should let us know at once.
STREET It !OII'l'H'~ 'l'JP TOP \VEEKLY,
238 Willi am St., New York City.
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Haviµg read your excellent Tip Top Weekly from No. 70 to date, I
have decided to let you knpw my opinion of it. I have read 11very
weekly published, as far as I can find, but tbe Frank Merrlwell storle&
are the best of their kind. Your other weekllea are very good, but tbt)Y
are of a different class. Let us hear from some of the old characters.
Bart Hodge Is one of your best character". Can I buy all tbe numbers
of the Tip Top from 1 to 70, In their original colors? Well, I wlll
close with a cheer for Burt L., publishers, Frank and Dick.
.
AN INDIANA READElt.
By this time you have read about our old friends again in the great
baseball coutest held In the Mad River League. You can get all the
back numbers you wish in She original colors.
I have read all the Tip Tops from the time Dick appeared, and some
of the "Merrles," although I llke Dick the best. I hope that Dick
wins Doris. I believe I could love her myself. I think that Hal will
ta.11 in love with Felecia. I know you have not room for long letters, but
wish to say that the Tip Tops are the great est pub!! s hed of all weeklies
:.nd a good many of the more expensive kind. We have a team here
c:.lled the "Shamrocks," who play a n ice, clean game of ball , and
their record Is good, for out of some half dozen games played so far
only one has been lost.
A BACKER OJ' TH@ DICK-DORIS QUJOS~N.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
We are certainly pleased to hear from such an enthusiastic backer of
Dick and Doris. Write soon again.

0

APPLAUSE NOTICE.
\

It has been truly said that the Applause Column is read
the world over. The first rea~on for this vast popularity
is because the column appears in what is universally admitted to be the king of all published weeklies,

The Winner of the Grand Prize at the Paris World's Fair,

he second reason is just as important and cogent,
ely, the high excellence of the letters written by our
ers, which appear in this column. Indeed, these lethave been so highly praised that Street & Smith,
ys anxious to serve and benefit their great public,
have decided to offer twelve valuable prizes for the twelve
best letters received from Tip Top readers in the next six
months. These twelve prizes will be
n

TWELVE GOLD FOUN'(AIN PE~S
of the highest grade.
Now, then, all our ambitious young letter writers will
be anxious to win one of these fine prizes. All you have
to do is to follow these directions :
Write a letter to Tip Top Weekly, discussing any feature of the famous publication, its characters, plots, athletics, contests, tournaments or anything that impresses
you especially; then write across the top of it "Prize Letter," and send it to Street & Smith. So that the contest
may be absolutely fair, the readers of Tip Top are to :i.ct
as judges, and the letters which receive the greatest number of votes will be awarded the prizes. Come on now,
boys and girls ! Show us which one of all our young
Shakespeares are the best letter writers.

•

I have for · a long time been 1nterested In your Tip Top Weekly, and
r emember with pleasure some six years ago, when the fir•t numbers
were issued. How I used to laugh at the laughable antics o! Hans,
Barney and Ephraim, while Professors Gunn and Jinks were wont to
give me great trouble in easing my aching sides. My wife and daughter are greatly intereBted in your paper, an d iny son, a boy of s1 x~ een,
can hardly wait for each number to 'appear. I am glad to note that
you are issuing the stories in book form. They certain ly deserve a .place .
on the bookshelf of every young man beside Optic, Alger and Henty.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
GEO. T . EVANS.
Tip '.!'op may well appear on the shelves with Optic, Henty, Alg('r and
th e other first-class writers. Tip Top ls the leader of first-class boys'
stories of to-day. Your letter ls another added commendation which
goes to show bow highly Tip Top is valued.
I have just fini shed rea,ding your last number of Tip Top, and can
readily say it is the best weekly published. Although a Canadian, I
can app r eciate, like many" pthers, rea ding about American schoo.J life,
and especially about the " Boy Wonder." Next to Dick, I like Brad,
then Smart. Hans Dunnerwurst will some day "kick Mulloy so that I
will have to stay in bed for three week.s ago." I like to read of
Smart chattering, Rattleton spluttering, and Hans squawking. Best
wishes to Dick, Street & Smith, and Burt L. Standish. I remain, .
Renfrew, Can.
A CANADIAN ADMIRER OF TIP TOP.
Glad to hear from our Canadian readers. who seem to be great
admirers of the American boys, · of whom Diel{ and Frank are such
fine examp les. As ou,r school lite differs in many ways from yours, it
must awaken a keen interest in our fri ends on the other side of the
line to. see how fa r t~e intrepid and independent young Yankee will go:
Not having seen any applause from Topeka, I thought I would tell
you how much I ll:rn the Tip Top Weekly. Frank and Dick a r e great;
Dick's new combination rise and drop is wonderful. I do not think
Snowflake Charley is ~o bad, even if he ls a gamb\er. Yours truly,
Topeka, Kan .
.
KIRKE MECHEM.
Glad to he11r from Topeka. Yes, Dick is proving himself a wonder at
our great American game-and his sensational playing ts making b lm a
formidable opponent.
·
I would like to add a word ot ·praise to your Applause Column. I am
coming to admire Dk!~ more and tnore, as 1 see 11e is not enti rely
to supplant Frank, as I feared.
F e lecia seem• to be the girl tor.
Dj ck. B-rave, loving little Felecia. I was glad Frank chose Inza, au(! ,
Bart is certaid'ly no less fortunate than Merry.
Frank and Dick
B"art and Brad are my favorites, but it is not easy to choose favorit~s1
fr0111 among s uch a league of " true blue" comrades. Barney anG.
Hans be:.t Puck or Judge, and the whole set a r e just the jolliest
rellcws imagiaab,le. Tip Top seems to be having a tough fight tor tbe
Mad River pennant, but the harder the ,battle. the greater the victory.
And I close, wishing the greatest s uccess to all connected with Tip Top.
Pltc:iirn. Pa.
So LONG.
Your admiration of Dick is bestowed on a fair example of what
an upright American boy can be. and one wbo, I am sure, •o many
of our reade rs try to emulate. You know already that Tip Top hv.s
won in the hard fight for the pennant, and in gaining the glorioul;
victory, the Merriwell boy:; have proved their pluck and skill.
Just a word to tell you what I think of Harold W .. of Providence,
R. I., :n Tip Top, No. 333. He says he thinks that Doris ls the girl
for Dick and Felecia for Hal. Now, I think any common sense person
would, after seeing dear littl e Felecia's devotion to Dick, see that sp.e
was not the one for Hal. Of course, •he was jealous of Doris, but that
was only human nature, and now sbo sees that she can only claim
Dick's love only as a true, loving cous in, which she surely ls. Doris
loves Dick, and I think that Felecia will let it be so. Hoping that this
w!ll explain to the gentleman from Providence wba.t he seems to have
overlooked. True blue to Tip Top,
W. H. T.
Quincy, 111.
It ls difficult to say just bow these love affairs are to be settled. But
you can rest assured that those wbo love each other most truly will 1!11d
It out and follow the course of true love .
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NOTICE TO ALL CONTESTANTS
IN THE

, Tip Top A.ll=A.merican Base Ball Tournament.
The four prize winners in the tournament will be announced in Tip Top No. 340.
Read the following and see to' which of the four
leagues your team belongs :
League No. I comprises the following States: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and
Vermont. All team~ entered in the tournament from
these States are contestants in League No. I.
League No. 2 comprises the following States: Arkansas, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryiand, New Jersey, Mississippi, Missouri,
New Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas; Virginia and West Virginia. All teams entered
in the tournament from these States are contestants in
League No. 2.
League No. 3 comprises the following States: Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin. All teams
entered in the tournament from these States are contestants in League No. 3.
League No. 4 comprises the following States: Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon, U tah, Washington and Wyoming. All
teams entered in the tournament from these States are
contestants in League No. 4.
Now, then, everybody get ready to play m the second
annual Tip Top.

FOOTBALL CONTEST.
Coupons for contest will appear in No. 338. Get on the
jump, managers. Take time by the forelock and get your
coi.tports in early and often.

Here .Are the Scores for the Week:
• Fardale (Lorin, Cal.), 24; Red Dogs, 0.
Fardale baseball team-Streib, p.; Trlmmelan, c.; Bonner, 1st b.:
Morrison, 2d b.; Earllis, 3d b. ; McGreer, s. s.; l\Uncher, r. f. ; Dow, c. f.;
Waterbury, I. f. Red D'ogs baseball team-Hernon, p . ; Harmanson, c. ;
Mickhols, 1st b.; Preston, 2d b. ; Gilbert, 3d b.; Stanley, s. s.; Wright,
r. f.; Burner, c. f.; Clayton, I. f. Manager-T. Streib.
Fardale (Lorin, Cal.), 11 ; Pokhorne Jrs., Cl.
Pokh01'1le Jrs. baseball
Fardal~ baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-Ir. Colmes, p. ; H. Harrington, o.; F. Harry Thomas, 1st b.;
George Peterson, 2d b.; Henry Bonners, 3d b. ; Larry Wilson, s. s.;
George Boone, r. f.; H enry Boone, c. f.; Harry Austin, I. f. ManagerT. Streib.
Fard;ile (Lorin, Cal.), 24; West Stars, 1.
Fardale baseball team-(Regu1ar team.) West Stars baseball teamHansen, p.; Sands, c.; Jones, 1st b. ; Harnon, 2d b.; Williamson, 3d b. ;
Musen, s . s.; Whilder, r. f.; Whilder, c. f . ; Larsen, I. f. Manager-T.
Streib.
Fardale (Lorin, Cal.), 30; Red Stars, 0.
Pardale baseball team-(Regular team.) Red Stars baseball teai;nHaml!n, p.; Hall, c.; Smith, 1st b.; Houvell, 2d b.; Austin, 3d b.; ray,
s. s.; Carlson, r. f.; Jones, c. f.; Peterson, I. f. Manager-T. Str
Keystones (P)liladelphia, Pa.), 13; Pontoosuc A. C., 0.
Keystone baseball team-H. Norris, p.; J. Carl!n, c.; A. Scl:lafe
b.; P. O'Connor, 2d b.; A. Fortmann, 3d b.; S. Schafer, s. s.; H. C
f.; J. Forst, c. f.; J. Troy, I. f. Pontoosuc A. C. baseball team-SI
p.; Gear, c. ; Blumenthal, 1st b.; Roach, 2d b.; Eisenhower, 3
Machett, s. s.; Hickman, r . t. ; Harvey, c. f.; Bord, I. f. Manage'rFletchers (Providence, R. I.), 17; Filmores, 16.
Fletchers baseball team-Craven, p.; ~ Bucl>ley, c.; Gaul, 1st b.; a lderson, 2d b.; Scully, 3d b. ; Cronin, s. s.; Loughlin, r. f.; Steward, c: f.;
Malloy, I. f. Filmores baseball team-Gallagher, p.; Hannon, c.; D.
Wathey, 2d b. ; Hopkins, 3d b. ; DeCory, s. s.; Seddon, r. f.; Derney, c.
f.; Woodward, I. f. Manager-J. Cronin,
Patersons (Paterson, N. J,), 8; P. M. B. B. C., 0.
Paterson baseball team-F. Loughlin, p. ; J. McCJory, c.; B. Biackburn, 1st b.; C. McFarland, 2d b.; C. Smith, 3d b.; W. Holawell, s. s.;
C. Hart, r . f.; B. Worstey, c. f. ; F. Wily, I. f. P. M. B. B; C. baseball
team-J. Greenbalgh, p .; A. Greenhalgh, c.; G. Vali Winkle, 1 st b.;
G. Shepperd, 2d b.:; G. Smith, 3d b.; M. Ayers, s. s.; P. Foly, r. f.; J.
Kelly, c. f . ; C. Wolff, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Spring Valley (Chester, Md.), 4; Troys, 3.
Spring Valley baseball team-E. Latham, p. ; L. Boston, c. ; L. Boyd,
1 st b.; R. Bramble, 2d b.: J. Bartley, 3d b.; W. Whitley, s. s.; Roy
P erkins, r. f.; M. Brown, c. f.; R. Simpler, I. f. Troy baseball teamT. Bell, p.; H. ,Gardiner, c.; J. Hordatty, 1st b.; J. Johnson, 2d b.; B.
Copper, 3d b.; W. C. Valliant, s. s.; C. E. Grover~ r. f.; R. D. Hynson,
·
c. t.; W. W. Chapman, I. f. 111anager-'-'J. M. Bartley.
Spring Valleys (Chester, Md.), 9; Central A. C., 0.
Spring Valley baseball team-(Reg11lar team.) Central A , C. ·baseball team-S. Ferris, p. ; Tim Crolley, c. ; W. Cole, 1st b. ; Louis Roland, 2d b.; Sam Cooper, 3d b.; Joseph Campt, s. s .; M. B\mder, t. f.;
R. All en, c. f.; Harry Kickey, I. f. Manager-J. 111. Bartley. Penn Stars (Washington, D. C.), 12; Crescents, 1.
Penn Stars baseball team-J. Hamme.r, p.; S. Flots, c.; J. Mulloy,
1st b.; W. Yeatman, 2d b. ; J. Rockett, 3d b.; J. Krupsaw, s. s.; A,
Gatos, r. f.; F. Taubersehmidt, c. f.; A. Williams, I. f. Crescent baseball team-W. Troemmer, p.; G. Allen, c. ; H. Clade, 1st b. ; T. Reilly,
2d b.; B. Lane, 3d b. ~ F. P eter s, s. s.; V. Ottens, r. !. ; P. Cohen, c. f .;
..... Miller, I. t. Manager-Fred Taubersmith.
Penn Stars (Washington, D. C.), 9; Goldenrods, 3.
Goldenrod baseball
P enn Stars baseball team-(Regnlar team.)
team-Frank Burdine, p . ; Philip Roche, c. ; Tom Fay, 1st b. ; · Tom
s . s.; A. Noise,
Chiseldlne,
Reed
b.;
3d
Pearce,
Fitzgerald. 2d b.; John
r. f.; L. Husbap, c. f . ; Elmer Williams, 1. f. Manager-F. Taubersmith.
3.
Riversides,
11;
C.),
D.
(Washington,
· Penn · stars
'
Riverside baseball
Penn Stars baseball team-(Regular team.)
team- 0 . Parker, p. ;· R. Morris, c.; H. Hewhite, 1st b.; M;. Michell,

2d b. ; E . Stafford, 3d b.; F. Hunt, s. s.; J. Fuller, r. !. ; A. Hlckers,
c. f.; S. Hamilton, I. f. Manager-F. Taubersmlth.
Penn Stars (Washington, D. C.), 6: Young Jeffersons, 5 .
Penn Stars baseball team-(Regular team.) •foung Jefferson baseball team-E. P ear son, p.; J. Lansburg (mgr.). c.; F. Sterman, 1st
b. ; C. Harrison, 2d b. ; L . Rosenberg (capt.). 3d b. ; Ray Willie, s . s. ;
Joe Heith, r. f.; W. Allen, c .. f. ;- R. Smith, I. f. Manager-F. Tauber•
smith.
Stonewall (New Orleans, La.), 12; Red Hots, 0.
; J. Kirsch, c. ; J. Cochran,
p.
Kirsch,
Stonewall baseball team-L.
1st b.; F. Savage, 2tl b.; H. K•rscb, 3d b.; IC Brown, s. s.; P. Wells,
Red Hot baseball teamr. f. ; W. Clay, c. f. ; W. Woliorth, I. f.
J. Mess ina, p.; W. Graff, c.; E . M.eahy, 2d b.; J. Ogzbeat, 3d b.; A. Ort,
s. s.; E. Hare, r. t.; C. Hale, c. f,; A. Johnson, I. f. Manager-H.
Kirsch.
Stonewalls (New Orlean s, La.). 4; BeaureglU'ds, 1.
Beauregard baseball
Stonewali baseball t eam-( Regular team.)
team-E. Duple, p.; E . Lacrosse, c.; J. Austin, lst b.; J . Viking, 2d b.;
E. Evard, 3d b.; G. Audit, s. s.; Graff, r. f.; H. White, c. t.; W. Johnson, I. f. Manager H. Kirsch ..
Stonewalls (New Orelans, La.), 5; Chadwicks, O.
Stonewall baseball team-\Regular team.) Chadwick baseball team
-Noonan, p.; Rarasol, c.; Vi go. 1st b.; Reily, 2d b.; Meyers, 3d b.;
Edgcrt, s. s. ; Ansley, r. f. ; Evans, c. f. ; Ehret, I. f. Manager--H.
Kirsch.
Colomdias (Denver, Colo.), 18; Andraes, 0.
Colomdias baseball team-Edward Ritchell, p. ; Paul Bernet, c.; Fred
Tate, 1st b.; Robert Smith, 2d b.; Cll!!ord Patrick, 3d b.; Lesl!e De
Remer, s. s.; Arthur Pryor, r. t .; Edward Sumner, c. t.; Willie Porter. I. t. Andraes baseball team-Arthur Willis, P.; Harry Austin , c.;
Bradford Patric k, 1st b.; Frank Nethers, 2d b. ; Edwin Meyer, 3d b.;
William Mills, s. s.; John Newman, r . f.; Eugene Steele, c. f.; Carrol
Clark, I. t. Manager-Edward Rltchell.
Tigers (Leeington, Ill.). 7 ; Sluggers, 4.
Tiger baseball team-Hiffs, p.; Wills, c.; McMullln, 1st b. ; Davidson, 2d b. ; Wimmer, 3d b . ; Boekin , s. s. ; Radcilffe, r. ·r. ; Barnard,
c. f.; Killion, I. f. Sluggers baseball team-Duncan, p .; Beasley, c.;
Rowan, 1st b. ; Stevens, 2d b. ; :Sea.,ley, 3d b. ; Gray, s. s. ; Straezer,
r. " ; Flesher, c. f. ; Smith, I. f. Manager-C. R. McMullin.
Tigers (Lecington, Ill.) , 16 ; Crescents, O.
Crescent baseball team-J.
Tiger baseball team-(Regular team. l
Hulva, p. ; L . Scrogen , c.: J. Hackett, 1st b.; R . Gordon, 2d b.; W. Van
Devcnde r, Sd b. ; W. Prewitt, 5. s . ; R. Mahan, r. f . ; Earl Mahan, c.
f. ; Herb• Barrett, I. f. Manager-C. R. McMullin.
Til!:ers (Leeington, Ill.), 15; City League, 2.
City L eague baseball team
Til!;er baseball team- ( Regular team.)
-Miller, p.; Stahl, c. ; B. B. Stevens, 1st b. ; W. Turnipseed, 2d b.;
Franzer, 3d b.; Hiser, s. s.; Franklin, r. f.; John Turnipseed, c. f.;
H enilne, I. t. Manager-C. R. McMullln.
Tigers (Leeington, Ill.) , 16 Stars, 0.
Stars baseball team-GodTiger baseball team-(Regular team.)
dard, p. ; Heifner, c.; Johnson, 1st b. ; Claggett, 2d b. ; Murton, 3d..,b.;
nan, s. s. ; Palmer, r . f. ; Raleigh, Devore, c. t. ; Roy, Devoe, 1. !.
ager-McMullin.
Tigers (Lexington, Ill.), 4; D. F. A. C., 3.
lger baseball team-(Regular team.) D. F. A. C. baseball teamFlesher, p.; Reuben Miller, c.·; John Olive r, 1st b.; Dan Stomm,
b.; Petie Clawson, Sd b.; Will Clawson, s. s.; Frank, Carothers,
f.; Luman Sho1well, c. f.; I,ewls Shorwell, I. t. Manager-Q. R. Mellin.
Tigers (Lexington, Ill.). 16 ; Stars, 13.
Stars baseball team-L. L.
iger ba rnball team-( Regular team.)
Goddard, p.; Les lie Heifn er, c.; Earl Johnson, 1st b.; Dick Claggett,
2d h.; John Minton, 3d b.; Ray Doonan, s . s.; Walter Jenkins, r. f.;
Geo. Jackson, c. f.; Logan Palmer. I. t. Manager~C. R. McMullln.
Tigers (Lexington, Ill.), 4; D. F . A. C., 0.
Tiger baseball team-(Regular team.) D. F . A. C. baseball teamHesher, p.; Miller, c.; Oliver, 1st b.: Stoenn , 2d b . ; Clawson, 3d b.;
P. Clawson, s. s.; Carothers, r. f.; L. Shotwell, c. t.; Lewis Shotwell,
Mapager-J.IcMullin.
I. f.
Tigers (Lexington, Ill.), 1; Sluggers, 2.
Sluggers baseball teamT iger baseball team-(Regular team.)
Flesher, p . ; Miller, c. ; Oliver, 1st b. ; Stomm, 3d b. ; Clawson, 3d b. ;
Clawson, s 1 s.; Carothers, r. f.; Shotwell, c. f.; Hyneman, I. t. Manager
-C. R. McMul)ln.
T igers (Lexington, Ill.). 16; City League, 5.
City League baseball
Tige( baseball team-(Regu1ar t eam.)
team-Goddard, p .; Hifner, c.; Johnson, 1st b.; Daggett, 2d b . ; Minten, 3d b. ; Doonan, s. s. ; Palmer, r. f . ; Raleigh, Devon, c. f . ; Roy,
Devon, I. t. Manager--C. R. McMullin.
Tigers (Lexington, Ill.). 5; Stars, 0.
Stars baseball team-GodTiger baseball team-(Regular team.)
dard, p.; Hefner, c. ; Johnson, 1st b. ; Claggett, 2d b. ; Mlnsten, 3d b.;
c. f . ; Roy Devon, I. t.
Devon,
RO:leigh
;
f.
r.
Palmer,
Doonan, s. s. ;
Manager-C. R. McMullln.
Tigers (Lexington, 111.), 10; Sluggers, 7.
Sluggers baseball teamTiger baseball team-(Regular team.)
Duncan, p. ; Beasley, c.; Rowan, 1st b.; Stevens, 2d b.; Beasley, 3d b.;
Gray, s . s.; Strayer, r. f. ; Flesher, c. f.; Sm.Ith, 1. f. Manager-C. R.
McMullin .
Tigers (Lexington, Ill.). 1; Stars, 0.
Stars basceball team-GodTiger baseball team-(Regular team.)
dard, p .; Hefner, c. ; Johnson, 1st b.; Claggett, 2d b. ; Murton, Sd b.;
Doonan , s. s. ; Raleigh Devon, r. f. ; Palmer, c. !. ; Roy Devon, l. f.
Manager--C. R. McMullin.
Young Indians (Indianapolis, Ind .). 26; Nationals, 1.
Young Indians baseball team-S . Goldstein, p.; H. Cohen, c.; J .
Slutzkey, 1st b. ; F. Slutzkey, 2d b.; H. Barnett, 3d b. ; L. Barnett,
s . s.; L. Hahn, r. f.; S. Marcus, c. f.; J . Connors, I. t. National baseball team,-J. Sloan,. p.; L. Ennery, c.; S. May, 1st b.; B. Hornet, 2d
b.; S. Bend, 8d b. ; J. Dixon, s. s.; F. Reisner, r. f.; E. Harpeld, c. t.;
J. Lord, 1. t. Manager-J. Slutzky.

Young Indians (Indlanapolls, Ind.), 26; Columblas, 2.
Columbia baseYoung Indians baseball team-(Reitular team.)
ball team-R. Stone, p. ; T. Hurbard, c.; R. Lucus, 1st b.; J. Cr011s, 2d
b.; T. Smart, Sd b.; J. Nelson, s. s.; F. Roberts, r. t.; R. Hall, c. t.;
J . Garrett, I. f. Manager-J. Slutzky.
Young Indians (Indianapolis, Ind.). 23; Reserves, 8.
Reserve baseb&ll
Young Indians baseball team-(Regular t eam.)
team-J. Blackburn, p.; R. Miller, c. ; J . Conner, 1st b . ; L. West,
2d b. ; S. Wilson, 3d b.; B. Cane, s. s.; B. Thorn, r. t.; J. Kelley, c. f,;
E . Drewer, I. f. Manager-J. Slutzky.
Young Indians (Indianapolis, Ind.). 13; Stars, 0.
Stars baseball
Young Indians baseball team-(Regular team.)
team- J. Williams, p.; .R. Hensey, c. ; J. Clew, 1st b.; S. Moore, 2d b.i
M. Morris, 3d b.; J. Gibson, s. s.; R. Donhane, r. f.; J. Davis, c. f.,
S. Hart, I. f. Manager-J. Slutzky.
Young Indians (Indianapolis, Ind.). 3 ; Sterburgs; 2.
Young Indians baseball team-(Regular team . ) Sterburgs basebaU
team-Will Marlon, p. ; Ollie Lovering, c.; John Hess, 1st b.; Loula
Hess, 2d b.; Will Connors, 3d b.; Frank Bonner, s. s. ; James Colllns,
r. f. ; Jake Willis, c. f.; Joe Barrett, I. t. Manager-J. Slutzky.
Young Indians (lndlanpolis, Ind.). 1; Mohat, O.
Mohat baseball
Young Indians baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-Jim Ladcher, p.; Harry Rice, c. ; Pres Davis, 1st b. ; Henry McCoy, 2d b.; John Moran, Sd b.; Harry J;)rake, s. s.; Willie Rogers, r. f.;
George Rogers, r. t.; George Snyder, c. t.; Eddie Willis, 1. t. Manager
·
-J. Slutzky.
..._
Providence Jrs. (Providence, R. I.). 17; Bay Points, 15• ....Providence Jrs. baseball team-J. Hazard, p.; W. Stacept, c.; J.
s.;
s.
Whltside,
F.
b.;
3d
Redy,
F.
Lamon, 1st b.; C. Leonard, 2d b. ;
J. Smith, r. !. ; W. Quids, c. f.; W. Collison, I. f. Bay Point baseball
team-J. Fisher, p.; C. Brown, c. ; A. Toorston, 1st b. i R. Greene,
2d b.; C. Fisher, 3d b.; J. Brady, s. s . ; M. Ratigan, r. r.; T. Smith,
c. t.; F . White, I. t. Manager-J. Hogard.
Hustlers A. C. (Hartford, Conn.), 6; Glenwood A. A., 1.
Hustlers A. C. baseball team-J. Delaney, p. ; R. Hartz, c. ; T. Carmody, 1st b.; J. Carmody, 2d b.; J. Andrew, Sd b.; H. Nelson, s. s.;
M .Cleary, r. t. ; W . }'Iunt, c. t. ; G. Roberts, 1. t. Glenwood A. A.
baseball team-W. Howard, p.; G. Burton, o.; J . Blake, 1st b.; J. Ever, ett, 2d b.; C. Par)<er. Sd b.; H. Stone, s. s.; W. Goldsmith, r. f.; R.
Marcy, c. f.; J. Barton, I. t. Manager-James Delaney.
B. P. Stars (Syracuse, N. Y.). 34; Willow Juniors, O.
B. P . Stars baseball team-Madden, p .; McLaughlln, c.; Tourney,
1st b. ; R. Carey, 2d b.; Jordan, 3d b.; Maroney, 13. s.; Davi•, r. t.;
Reilly, c. t. ; Fahey, I. f. Willow Juniors baseball team-Sargent, p . ;
Dunbar, c.; Goree, 1st b.; Marem, 2d b. ; Madden, Sd b.; Gardner, s. s.;
Swartzell, r. f.; F. Carey, c. t.; Smack, I. t . Manager-W. Jordan.
B. P. Stars (Syracuse, N. Y.) , 31; Victors, 0.
B. P . Stars baseball team-(Regular team. ) Victors baseball teamShort, p.; Johnson, c.; Waller, 1st b ;. Raley, 2d b.; Wheeler, 8d b.;
Smith, s. s.; Miller, t. t.; Roslyn, c. t.; Wright, I. t. Manager--W.
Jordan .
B. P . Stars (Syracuse, N. Y.). 9; Unknowns, O.
Unknowns baseball
B. P. Stars baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-Morrell, p. ; Duris, c. ; Currey, 1st b . ; L1lley, 2d b. ; Carrew,
3d b. ; Milough, s. s.; Dayton, r. t .; Conway, c. f. ; Millberg, I. f. Manage r-W. Jordan.
B. P . Stars (Syracuse, N . Y.), 23; Scru6s, 1.
B. P. Stars baseball team-(Regular team.) Scrubs baseball teamPaddock, p.; Johnson, c.; Parker, 1st b.; Merritt, 2d b.; Webber, 3d
b.; Hazelton, s. s.; Orth, r. f.; Malone, o. f.; Carrey, I. t. ManagerW. Jordan.
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.). 9; Eagles Club, 0.
Crescent A. C. bas eball team-C. Fradema, p.; Gader, c.; B9Yle, let
b. ; Dorbat, 2d b. ; Rosey, Sd b. ; Fobert1 s. s . ; Bilinski, r. f. ; Levering,
c. f. ; Wllilams, I. f. Eagles Club baseoall team-Manning, p.; Baker,
c. ; Robinson, 1st b. ; Ganty, 2d b. ; Tuttle, 3d b. ; Kennedy, •· s . ; Mann e r, r. f. ; Wolf, c. f. ; Willis, I. f. Manager-C. Levering.
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.). 14; W. E. C., 4.
Crescent A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.) W. E. C. baseball
team-J. Owens, p. ; K . .Williams, c.; C. Stets, 1st b. ; T. Clarke, 2d b.;
T. Donohue, 3d b.; F. Ashe, s. s.; P. Pfhemger, r. t.; L. Shannon, c. 'f. ;
C. Peters, I. f. Manager-C. Levering.
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.). 1 ; Soldiers, O.
Soldiers baseball
Crescent A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-Lewis, p , ; Hallett, c. ; Shea, 1st b. ; Wright, 2d b. ; Vlnroy, 3d b. ;
Wilcox, s. s. ; Maxwell, r . t. ; Tafte, c. f . ; Anderson, I. t. Manager--0.
Levering. .
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.), 9; Centers, 6.
Ceqters baseball
Cre;cent A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
t eam-F razer, p. ; Morris, c. ; Thompson, 1st b. ; Red, 2d b. ; Bowler,
Sd b.; Henry, s. s.; Patterson, r. f.; Chapin, c. t.; Lang, I. f. Manager-C. Levering.
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass. ), 22; All Boys, 0.
All Boys baseball
Crescent A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-Perham , p. ; Frey, c. ; Bennett, 1st b. ; Bates, 2d b. ; Biggar,
3d b.; Mason, s. s.; Whitney, r. f.; Hemphill, c. t.; Broad, I. t. Man·
ager-C. Levering.
Crescent A. C. ( Cjl.icopee, Mass.). 8; All Boys, 7.
Crescent A. C. baseball team-( Regular team.) ~II Boys baseball
team-Perham, p. ; Frey, c. ; Bennett, 1st b. ; Bates, 2d b. ; Biggar,
Sd b. ; Mason, s. s. ; Whitney, r . f. ; Hemphill, c. t. ; Broad, I. f. Manager-C. Levering.
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.), 20; Giants, 0.
Giants baseball
Crescent A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-I. Hobby, p. ; Rogan, c. ; Wade, 1st b. ; Hobert, 2d b. ; C.
Hobby, Sd b.; Hornay, s. ;;. ; True, r. t . ; Morse, c. t. ; Stern, I. !. M:anager--C. Levering.
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.). 25; All Star Club, O.
All Star Clull
Crescent A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-Hance, p. ; Casseahy, c. ; Kilday, 1st b. ; Stew.,rd, 2d b.;
Gold, 3d b. ; Kingly, s. s. ; Smithy, r. t. ; O'Lasky, c. f,; Lev;y, L x.
Mal}ager-C. Levering.
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Ctescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.), 18; Hobokens, 2.
Hoboken bueball
Crescent A. C. baseball team-(Regular t~am.)
team-Wells, p.; Stokes, c.; James, lat b.; Millian, 2d b.; Logan, 3d b-.;
Caldwell, s. s.; C. Fred, r. t.; Peters, c. t.; Minnie, J. t. ManagerC. Levering.
Crescent A .c. (Chicopee, Mass.), 16 ; Hobokens, o.
Hoboken baseball
Crescent A. C. baseball team-( Regular team.)
team-Wells, p.; Stokes, c.; James, 1st b.; Millian, 2d b.; Logan, 3d
b.; Caldwell, s. s.; C. Fred, r. t.; Peters, c. f . ; Minnie, I. f. Manager
-C. Levering.
Crescent A_- C. (Chicopee, Mass.), 8; Orients, O.
Orients baseball
Crescent A. 0. baseball team-(Regular team . )
team-Tilson, p.; Hardesty, c. ; McLean, 1st b.; Ladd, 2d b.; O'Conner,
Bd b.; Bilger, s. s.; Scuman, r. f.; Harriet, c. t .; Dwight, I. f. Manager-C. L evering.
Crescent A. C. (Chicopee, Mass.), 17; Walker's Team, 6.
Walker's baseball
Crescent A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-Walker , p.; Cannon, c.; Cronin, l et b. ; Perkins, 2d b.; A.
Oanon, 3d b.; Lary, s. Is.; B. Ganon, r. f.; McLarty, c. f.; Rose, I. f.
Manager-C. L eve ring.
Young Crimsons (Brooklyn. N. Y. ), 12 ; Syndicates, 2.
Young Crimsons baseball team-F. Ogge rl, P-; J_ McCormick , c.; T .
Leonard 1 1 st b.; J. Murpuy, 2d b.; N. McCormick, 3d b. ; E. Barth,
e. s.; J . Hickey, r. t.; .Jim Murphy, c. f .; Wm . Sledenburg, I. t.
'yndicate baseba ll team-Geo. Scbefferena, p . ; Jos. Schefferena, c. ;
M. James. 1st b.; M. O'Reilly, 2d b.; J. O'Connor, 3d b.; N. Yacenda,
e. s.; P. Reardon, r. f _ ; J. Routh , c. f . ; M. Mulverhill, I. f.
Young Crimsons (Brooklyn, N. Y. ), l2; Center A. C., 1.
Young Crimson s baseball team-(Regular t eam.) Center A. C. baseball team-J_ Wirth, p. ; P. Stokey, c.; C. Smallen, 1st b . ; John
Smallen, 2d b.; J_ Strahan, 3d b.; P. Hynes, s. s.; Geo. Smallen, r . f.;
Joe Meyer, c. f.; P . .Jo11'lon, I. f.
Young Crimsons (Brooklyn, N. Y.), 8; Young Stars, O.
Young Crimson' baseball team-(Regular team.) Young Stars baseball team-Geo. Smith, p.; E. Capoff, c.; J. Blake, 1st b. ; P. Herraty,
2d b.; S. James, 3d b.; E. Blank, s. s.; Geo. Meister, r. f.; Leo Plant,
.
c. t. ; S. Torrara, J. t.
Young Crimsons (Brooklyn, N. Y.), 12; Young Carlisles, 2.
Young Car lisles
Young Crimsons baseball team-( Regular team.)
baseball team-B. White, P- ; J. Reil, c.; J. Robinson, 1st b.; J. O'Neil,
2d b . ; J . Dorsey, 3d b.; P. Fales, s. s.
Young Crimsons (Brooklvn, N. Y. ), 5; Young Carlisles, 2.
Young Carlisles
Young Crimsons baseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-B . White, p. ; J_ Reil, c.; J. Robin son, 1st b. ; J. O'Neil ,
. f.; M. Adam s,
r
Smith,
Geo.
s.;
fi.
Fales,
.
F
2d b.; J. Dorsey, 3d b.;
c. t .; J. Smith, I. f.
Young Crimson s (Brooklyn, N. Y.), 17; Manjer- A. C., 5.
Young Crimsons baseball team-(Regular team.) Manjer A. C. basPball team-B. Shortall, P-; J . Dempsey, c.; Geo. Burquist, 1st b.; W.
Walsh, 2d b.; P. McKsr.na, 3d b.; P. Heny, s. s.; M. Maguire, r. t .;
J . Maguire, c. t.; J. Dooley, I. f.
Young Crimsons (Brooklyn, N. Y.) , 7; Baltic A. C. , 8.
. C.
Baltic
Young Crimsons baseball team-(Regu la r team.)
baseball team-J. McKenna, p.; P. Williams, c.; Geo. McHngh, 1st b.;
M. Ralphy, 2d b.; J. Smith, 3d b.; J. Ryan, s. s.; P. Adams, r. f.; J.
Berliska , c. f.; J. McMann, I. f.
Young Crimson s (Brooklyn. N. Y.), 2; Bay F. C.. O.
Young CrlmMns baseball team-(Regular t eam.) Bay F. C. baseball
team-P. Flood, p.; J. Van Allen, c. ; M. Van Allen. "1st b. ; P. Ryan,
2d b. ; W. Powers, 3d b.; J. Cox, s. s.; P. Sack, r . f. ; J. Walsh, c. t. ;
M. Treech, I. f.
H amilton F . C. (Paterson, N. J.), 12; Morgan A. C., 0.
Ham!lton F. C. baseball team-F. Loughlin, p.; T . McElroy. c.; B.
Blackburn, 1st b.; C. McFarland, 2d b.; C. Smltli , Sd b.; W. Holawell,
s. s.; C. Hart, r. f.; w . Chace. c. f.: F. 'Wily, l. ·r. Morgan A. -c.
basebal1 \eam-J. Tillson, l'·; J . K earney, c.: T . Black. h t b.; G. Hopper, 2d b . ; E . Youngster. 3d b.; G. L averly. s. ·s. ; J. Barr, r. t.; B.
Smith, c. f.; A. Smith. I. f. Mariager-F . Loui;hton.
Ham!ltoil F. C. Paterson, N. J.), 29; D. Warren Ass'ri, 1.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.) D. Warren Ass 'n
baseball team-J. Kelly. P-: B. Smith, c.; G. Hopper. 1st b.; P . Hop: "per. 2d b.; J. B!trr, 3d b.; F. Snedeker, s. s.; A. Hall, r . t.; D. Mager,
' c. f_ ; J. Rily, l f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Pater son, N. J.), 19; Daisy B. B. C., O.
Hamilton F. C baseball team-(Regular team.) Daisy baseball t.eam
-A. Walters, p.; G. Murhlll, c.; F. Thompson, 1st b-; G. Birdan, 2d b.;
E. Ritter , :ld b.; F. Smith, s . . s.; F . Stapleton, r . t.; A. Morgan, c. t .;
T. Cahill, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 14; Morgan A. ·c .. O.
Hamilton F . C. baseball team--( Regular team.) Morgan A. C. baseball team-A. Smith, p . ; B. Smith, c.; F. Black, 1st b.; G. Hopper,
2d b. ; E. Youngster, 3d b.; G. Lavery, s. s. ; J. Barr, r. t_; J _ Till son ,
c. f . ; · J. Kea rn ey. I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin .
•Hamilton F . C. (Paterson, N. J.), 1; Darsey B. B. C., O.
Darsey baseball
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
t~am-F . Cah111, p.; G. B urd en. ~ -; F . Thompson, 1st b.; G. Murhill,
2d b. : E . Ritter, 3d b.; F . Smith, s. s.; F. Stapleton, r. f.; A. Morgan,
c. f .; A. Walters, I. f. Mannger-----'--F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Patel'Son, N. Y. l, 18; Blue Bells, O.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(ReguJa.r team.) Blue Bells baseball
team-F. Dunwoody, p.; E. Dunwoody, c.; G. Vreeland, 1st b.; T . Shaw,
2d b.; J, He~n stel~1 3d b.; M. Wels h, _s. s.; W. G~imshaw, r. t.; D.
Carroll, c. f ., R. Nadlll, I. t_ Maoage1-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F C. (Paterson, N. J.), 7; M. H. B. B. B. C., O.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.) M. H. B. baseball
team-D. Curley, p. : A.. Morrison, c. ; J. K earns, 1st b. ; T. Thompson,
2d b.; J. Brown, 3d b.; T. Ryle, s. s.; G. Touhey, r . f.; M. Cogan, c. t.;
E. Ryle, I. t. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Ham!lton F . C. (Paterson, N. J.), 24; Athenia F. C .. 0.
Hamilton F. C. baseball t eam-( Regular team.) Athenia F. C. baseball team-M. Hopper, p.; R. Hilton, c.; F. Mayberry, 1st b.; G. Cahill,
2d b.; ;\. Booth, 3d b . ; F . Scott, s. s.; J_ Scott, r. f.; D. Quinn, c. t.;
·
M. Blancbft eld, I. t. Manager-J. McVeigh.

Hamilton F . C. (Paterson, N. J .) , 7; Watson Ass'n, 0.
Hamiltotl F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.) Watson Ass'n base·
ball team-U. Magill, p. ; F. Mahoney, c.; T. Crawford, 1st b. ; G.
Magill, 2d b.; R . 114atthus, 3d b.; L. Krum, s. s.; E . Krum, r. t .; D.
·
Watson, c. f .; G. Rogers, I. t. Manager- F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.). 14; P. M. B. B. C., 0.
P . M. baseball
Ham!lton F. C. baseball t eam- (Regular team.)
team-J. Greenhalgh, p. ; A. Greenh a lgh, c. ; G. -,ran Winkle, 1 st b.;
G. Shep herd, 2d b.; G. Smith, 3d b.; M. Ryan, s. s.; P . Foley, r. f.;
.J. Kellly, c. f.; C. Wol!l', I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.) , 6; Sagamore ,,A.. C., 0.
Sagamore A. C.,
Hamilton A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-T. Donahue, p.; G. Williams, c.; J. Layton, 1 st b.; F.
Miller, 2d b. ; J. MacDonald, 3d b.; D. Maginnis, s. s.; A. Stewart, r. t .;
G. Orr, c. f. ; F. Orr, I. f. 1\11\nager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson. N. J.), 9; Prospect A. C.• 0.
Prospect A. C.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-C. Ely. p.; F. Brindle, c . ; A. Stanton, 1st b.; A.
Matthus, 2d b. ; G. Canning, 3d b.; G. Currlan, s. s.; G. Oou rtade, r. t.;
M. Lowrey, c. f.; D. Marshall, I. t. Manager-I<'. Loughl!Ii.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 26; Picked Team'; 0.
Picked baseball
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-F. Lavery, p.; A. Hope, c.; J. McVeigh, 1st b.; J. Cottane, -2d b.;
F. McCabe, 3d b.; J. Wily, s. s.; E. Lyon•, r. f.; J. Lyons, c. f.; D.
Raney, I. f. Man<iger-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 15; Trinity A. C., 0.
Hamilton F. C. baaeball team-(Regular team.) Trinity A. C. baseball team-J . Dillon, p.: A. Dillon, c. ; F. Bergen, 1st b.; G. Foyle. 2d
b. ; A. Hughes, 3d b.; G. Roether, s. s.; M. B ugler, r. f.; T. Whalen,
c. f.; 111. Murphy, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.). 23; D. Warren Ass'n, 0.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.) D. Warren Ass'n
baseball team-D. Taylor, p.; B. Smith, c.; G. Hopper, 1st b.; P.
Hopper, 2d b.; J. Barr, 3d b.; F. Snedeker, s. s.; A. Hall, r. f.; D.
Magee. c. f.; J. Rilly, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Pater son, N. J.). 20; St. Mary's B. B. C., O.
Hamllton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.) St. Mary's baseball
team-A. Witford, p.; G. Davis, c.; D. McCarthy, 1st b.; D. Quinn , 2d
b.; M. Marti n, 3d b.; G. Cpnroy, s. s.; F. Williams, r . t .; E. Kirby,
c. t.; R. Post, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J j, 8; Sagamo r e A. C., 0 .
Sagamore A. C.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(R•~ ular team.)
baseball team-F. Orr, p.; G. Orr, c.; G. Williams, 1st b.; J. I,atyon,
2d b ; F . Miller, 3d b.; J. MacDonald, s. s.; D. Maginnis, r . t .; A.
Stewart, c. f . ; J. Donahue, I. f . Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton li' . C. (Paterson, N. J.). 15; -Sagamo re A. C., 0.
Sagamore A. C.
Ham!lton F . C. baseball -team-( Regular team.)
baseball team-G. Williams, p.; J. Layton, c.; F. Miller, 1st b.; J .
MacDonald, 2d b. ; F . Orr, 3d b.; D. Maginnis, s. s.; A. Stewart, r. t .;
G. Orr, c. f.; J. Donahue, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin .
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 39; Hilton F. C., 0.
Ham!lton F . C. baseball team-(Regular team.) Hilton F. C. baseball team-D. McG r ohan, p. ; D. Hilton. c. ; J. Mcintyre, 1st b. ; C. Anderson, 2d b.; J. Pbolmann, 3d b.; G. Holland, s.- s.; E. Philmann, r . t.;
G. Williams, c. f.; A. Mason, L f. Manager-F .Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J .), 12; A. BeQ-jamin & Co .• 0
A. Benjam
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
Co 's baseball t.eam-T. Harris. p.; G. Burns, c.; W. Hobart, ls
J. Byrnes ,2d b.; J. Keegan, 3d b.; T. Burns, s. s.; W. Schiller,
G. Kerr, c. f_ ; M. Williams. I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J_). 14; Nicholas A. C., 0.
Nicholas A.
Harrt!lton F. C. liaseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-Fl. Moran. p.; G. Daly, c. ; T . Moran, 1st b. ; E. CJ
2d b. ; R . Hyland, 3d b. ; E. Morris, s. s.; D. Muller, r. f.; F.
land, c. f.; G. Gainey, J. f. Manager- F. Louo;hlin.
l;Iamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 3; Prospect A. C .._ 0..
Prospect A. 0.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular t eam . )
baseball team-A. Stanton. p.; F. BrlndlQ, c.; G. Ely, 1st b.; A. Matthus. 2d b.; .Q_ Canning, 3d b. ; G. Currans, s. s. :_ G. Courtade, r. f.;
M. Sawyer, c. f.; D. Marshall , I. f. Managcr-F. Loughlh1.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 11; EmpJre Ii'. C., 0.
Empire' F. C.
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-D. Daw~on. p.; F. McLaughlin, c.; E. Speer, 1st b.; F.
Brown. 2d b.; B. Blair, 3d b. ; F. Speer, • - s. ; G. Emmons, r . t.; D.
Hoffmann. c. f_; F. Mann, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N . .J.), 27; True Bl u_e. 0.
Hau1llton F. C. basebi>.ll team-(Regular team.) True Blue ba•eball
team-A. Ben,on. p. ; W. Hopper. c.; M. Wayne, 1st b. ; F. Patterson,
2d b.; N. McFarland, 3d b.; C. Dlgleman n, s. s.; G. Waters, r. t.; J.
Carr, c. !. ; F. Horgan, I. f. Manar:er-F. Loughlin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 4; Trinity A. C., 2.
·
Hamilton F. Ci. baseball team-(Regular team.) Trinity A. C. baseball team-Murphy and Dillon, p.; A. nm-on, c.; F. Be rgen , 1st b.; G.
Touhey, 2d 1>.; A. Hughes, 3d b.; G. Roethers. s. s . ; T. Whalen, r . f.;
M. Bulger. c. f. : Dillon and Murphy, l. f. Mana1<er-F. Louglllin.
Hamilton F. C. (Paterson, N. J.), 6; A. Benjamin & Co., 0.
A. Benjamin &
Hamilton F. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
Co's baseball team-F. Harris. p.; G . .BurM, c. ; W. Holart. 1st b.; .J.
B urns, 2d b.; J. Keegan, 3d b. ; T. Burn s, s. s.: W. Smith, r. f .; G.
Kerr, c. r.; M. "Williams, I. f. Manager-F. Loughlin .
Hamilton F. C. (Pate r son, N . J_). 12; Empire F. C.. O.
Hamilton F. U. baseball tenm-(Regu lar team.) Empire F. C. baseball team-E. Speer, p.; B. Wily, c. ; D. Dawson, 1st b.; F. McLaughlin,
2d b.; F. Brown, 3d b.; G. Speer, s. s.; B. Blalr, r. f.; G. Emmons, c.
t.; F. Mann, I. f. Manager--F. Loughlin.
Pleasant Streets (New Bedford, Mass.), 12: Hustlers. 1.
Pleasant Street baseball team-Pospltlc, P-; Taft, c.; Boyle, 1st b.;
Smith, 2d b ..; Austin, 3d b. ; Pentlo, s. s.; Etton, r . f _; Kennedy, c. f.;
Hustlers baseball team-Black, p.; Harrington, c.;
B<iptiste, I. f.
Hersan, 1st b.: Rock, 2d b.; Bowen, 3d b.; Chapman, S. s.; Fisher, r.
f.; Henry, c. t.; C011nsel, I. f. Manager-E. Boyle.
Pleasant Streets (New Bedford. Mass .), 9; Yales, 7.
Pleasant Street baseball t eam-(Regu lar team.) Yale basebail team
-Manvill e, p. ; L!meric, c. ; Masso, 1st b. ; Fredette, 2d b . ; Tatro, 3d b.;.

,
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Odette, s. s. ; Pacftc, r. t. ; E. Masso, c. t. ; Pratt, I. t. Manager-Ed.
Boyle.
Pleasant Streets (New Bedford, Mass.), 11; Yale!, 8.
Pleasant Street baseball team-(Regular team.) Yale baseball team
-Thetnault, p.; Rouvlck, c:; Machesau, 1st b.; Manohe.ter, 2d b.;
Goullette, Sd b.; Teniry, s. s.; F. Mochesau, r. t.; Odette, c. C.; De·
,
manche, I. t. Manager-E. Boyle.
Pleasant Streets (New Be4Cord, Mass.), 10; 'Corderia Reds, 9.
Corderia Reds
Pleasant Street baseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-Gatenby, p.; ~ias, c.; Dow, 1st b.; Hendricks, 2d b.;
Sanderson, 3d b.; Noyer, s. s ; Costa, r. C.; Harvey, c. f.; Rhodes, I. C.
Manager-Edward Boyle.
Pleasant Stre'ets (New Bedford, Mass.), 12; Corderio. Reds, 10.'
Corderia Reds
Pleasant Street baseball te11m-(Regular team.)
baseball team-Gatenby, p.; Dias, c. ; Dow, 1st b. ; Hendricks, 2d b.;
Rhodes, ). f.
C.;
c.
Harvey,
t.;
r.
Co•ta,
"·;
s.
Noyer,
b.;
lld
Sanderson,
Manager-Edward Boyle.
High School (Santa Fil, N. Mex.), 6; S. F. Reds, 2.
Higo School baseball team-R. Kinsall, p. ; C. Gildersleeve, c. ; E.
Digneo, ).st b.; E. Martinez, 2d b.; L. Panadero, 3d b. ; A. Clancy, s. s.;
T. 4rcle, r. f.: E. Slaughter, c. t.; A. Gooch, 1. t. S. F. Reds baseball
team-A. Courtesy, p.; S. ·Howell, c.; H. Doyle, 1st b.; R. Sullivan, 2d
b.; B. Scudder, 3d b. ; L. Runner, s. s.; I. Longwell, r. t.; J. Martinei,
c. t.; C. Reed, 1. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa F~. N. Mex.}. 23; S. F. Greens, 0.
High School baseball team-(Regular team . ) S. F. Gteens baseball
team-R. Delgado, p.; .J. Gordo, c.; Luterio Duran, bt b. ; M. Sena,
2d b.; Lazaro Duran, 3d b.; J. Johnson, s. s. ; M. Mirabel, r. f.; Joe
Maja, c. t.; A. Rea, I. t. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santo. F~. N. Mex.). 12; S. F. Greens, 0.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) S. F. Greens baseball
team-A. Delgado, p.; J. Gordo, c.; Luterio Duran, 1st b. ; M. Sena,
2d b.; Lazaro Duran, 3d b. ; .J. Johnson, s. s. ; M. Mirabel, r. f.; Joe
Maja, c. f. ; A. Real, 1. t. Manager--J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fi!, N . Mex.), 21; S. F. Greens, 1.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) S. F. Greens baseball
team-J. Johnson, p, ; Luterlo Duran, c.; Juan Gordo, 1st b.; M. Sena,
2d b.; Lazaro Durnn, s. s.; Jose Mirabal, r. t.; M. Mirabal, c. f.; Joe
MaJa, 1. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santr, F~, N. Mex.), 18; H. S. Second, Team, 2.
High School baseball ~e.a~-(Regule.r team.) H. S. Second baseball
team-L. Hines, p.; E. Swope, c. ; NOYe!l Weltmer, 1st b.; M. Clancy,
2d b.; Rayos Marteulz, 3d b.; John McFil, "· s.; Jns. Harvey, r, C.;
Algie Slaughter, c. f . ; Henry Deudahl, I. C. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa F~, N. Mex.), 6; H. S. Second Team, 2.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) H. s. Second baseball
team-H. Hoge!, p..; J. Gutterman, c. ; H. Kerr, 1st b.; M. Clancy, 2d
b.; E. Swope, 3d b.; J. McFie, s. s.; J. Harvey, r. t.; A. Slaughter,
c. t.; N. Weltmer, 1. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
,
High School (Santa Fi!, N. Mex.), 11; S. F. Reds, 0.
S. 1''. Re4s baseball
High School· baseball team-(Regular team.)
team-A. Courtesy, p. ; S. liowell, c.; H. Doyle, ht b.; R. Sullivan,
2d b.; B. Scudder, 3d b.; L. Runner, s. s.; F. Longwell, r. t.; J. Marteniz, c. f.; C. Reed, 1. t. Manager-J. A, Wood.
High School (Santa F6, N. Mex.), 5; St. Michael's College Amateur, 2.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) St. Michael's College
Amateur baseball team-F. Olavez, p.; P. Cross, c.; J. C<mway, 1st b.;
J. LaQomb, 2d b.; M. Gugdorf, 3d b.; L. Baca, s. s.; M. Astler, r. f.;
G. Hughs, c. t.; C. Lacomb, 1. C. Maoager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa F6, N. Mex.), 3; S. M. C. Blueg, O.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) S. M. C. Bl~es baseb)lll team-C. McGnorted, p.; J. Florez, c. ; Juan Alarid, 2d b.; Vinacnt Alarid, 2d b.; A. Mirabal, 3d b.; P. Sier, s. s.; Henry Alarid, c.
f.; R. Gibson, r. t.; G. Parsons, 1. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa F~, N. Mex.), 12; S. M. C. Pioneers, 3.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) S. M. C. Pioneers baseball team-J. Alarid, p.; Joe Doyle, c.; Dan D6yle, lat b.; Vincent
Alarid, 2d b.; R. Gibson, 3d b.: ,P. Rand, s. s.; Jim Flnp, r. f.; C.
·
Lobato, c. t.; M. Sanches, 1. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fe, N. Mex.), 11; L<iroas, 0.
High School baseball team-(Regular teQ.m.) Lomas baseball teamJ. Castillo, p.; H. Monyies, c.; Pablo Sanches, 1st b ,d· B. Re:id, 2d b.;
. Frost, c. f.; J.
L. Baca, 3d b. ; A. Baca, s. s. ; H. Grecham, r. f.;
Muller, 1. f. Managor-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fi!l N. !'.jex.), 9; St. Michael's College Pioneers, 3.
High School basebal team-(Reguh<r tl'am.) St. ?,flchael's College
Pioneers baseball team-Juan Alarid, p.; Joe Doyle, c. ; Dan Doyle,
1st b.; M. Sanches, 2d b. ; P. Rand, 3d b. ; $. Samuels, s. s.; S. Vegil,
r. f.; E. Legato, c. f.; Jim Finn, 1. t,, Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa F6, N. Mex.). 1; St. Michael's College Blues, O.
High School baseball tearu-(Regular team.) St. Michael's College
Blues baseball team-C. McGnorted, p.; M. Ta!oyn, c.; J. Alarid! 1st b.;
Vincent Alarid, Zd b,; M. GusdQrf, 3d b.; L. Baca, s . s.; J. Doy e, r. t.;
F. Chavez, c. t.; Dan Doy)e, I. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (S11nta F6, N. Mex.). 12 ; H. S. Second Team, 0.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) H. S. Second baseball
team-L. Hines, p.; E. Swope, c.; N. Weltmer, 1,;t )l.; A. Sandoval,
2d b.; M. Clancy, 3d b. ; J. McFie, s. 5.; H. Kerr, r. t.; J. Gutterman,
c. t.; H. Hogle, I. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa F6, N. Mex.). 5; H. S. Second Team, 0.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) H. S. Second baseball
team-L. Hines, p. ; A. Sandoval, c. ; H . Kerr, 1st b . ; M. Clancy, 2d b. ;
H. Hogle, 3d b.; J. Mc.J!'ie, s. s.; A. Slaughter, r. t. ; J. Gutterman, c. t. ;
IU. Swope, 1. f. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (San.ta F6, N._ Mex.), 6; H. S. Second Team, 4.
High School baseball t.eam-(Regular team.) H. S. Second baseball
team-J,. Hines, p. ; E. SwQpe, c.; H. Kerr, lot b.; M. Clancy, 2d b.;
Rayes Marteniz, 3d b.; yoh n Mcli'le, s. s.; Jas. Harvey, r. t.; Algie
Manager-J. A. Wood.
~laughter, c. f.; N. Weltmer, I. t.
High School (Santa F6, N. Mex.). 7; Cosmopolitans, 2.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) Cosmopolitans baseball
te11.m-L. Manor, p.; J. Gordoz, c.; Luterlo Duran, lat b.; J. Castillo,
2(1 b.; H. Bac11, i)d b.; R. Delgado, s. s. ; R. Sena, r. t.; W. Salasar,
c. f,; M. GutierrlE, I. t. Manager-J. A. Wood.

WEE~Y.
High School (Santa F6, N. Mex.), 3; Cosmopolitans, 2.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) Cosmopolitans baseball
team-N. Blair, p.; J. Gordo, c.; W. Salazar, 1st Ji.; J. Castillo, 2d b.;
Luterlo Duran, Sd b.; P. Berardinelli, s. s.; Ii. Baca, r. t.; H. Samoza,
c. t.; M. Gutterrlz, 1. t. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa F6, N. Mex.), 11; Lelleros, 2.
High School base)lall team-(Regular team.) Lelleros basebail team·
-L Manor, p.; J. Gordo, c.; W. Salazar, 1st b.; P. Mirabal, 2d b.; A.
Alarid, 3d b.; R. Delgado, s. s.; R. Mondragon, r. f.; V. Vidal, o. t.;
R. Sena, 1. f. Manager-J. A. Wood .
High School (Santa F6. N. Mex.), 16; Lefieros, 0.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) Lefieros baseball team
-L. Manor, p.; R. Delgado, c. ; P. Mirabal, lat b.; 0. Alarid\ 2d b.;
E. Sena, 3d b.; J ..fobnson, s. s.; R. Mondrogon, r. t.; W. Sa azar, c.
f. ; R. Sena, 1. C. . Manager-J. A. Wood.
Hig·h School (Santa Fe, N. M.). 5; Indians, 4.
High School baseball tenm-(Regular team.) Indians baseball team
-Sanders, p.; Romero, c. ; Jackson, 1st b.; Nlgred, Zd b. ; Landrap,
3d b. ; Lusle, s. •·; Gardsen, r. t.; Randan, c. f.; Lawyer, I. t. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fe, N. M.), 24; S. F. Greens, 2.
High School baseball team--(Regular team.) S. F. Greens baseball
tenm-.T. Johnson, p.; J . Jerde, c.; Luterio Gurnn, 1st b.; Lazaro, 2d
b.; R. Delgado, ~d b.; M. Gutierrlz, s. s.; A. Baca, r. f.; L. Rameno,
c. C.; R. Delgado, 1. f . Manflger-J. A. Wo.od .
High School (Santa Fe, N. M.), 10; Indians, 2.
Indians baseball
High School haseball team-(Regular team.)
team-Randan, p.; Romero, c. ; Jackson, let b.; Nli;ard, 2d b.;
c. f.; Lawyer,
Prenodle,
t.;
r.
~ardsen,
s.;
•·
Lusie,
;
Landrap, 3d b.
1. f. Manager-.T. A. Wood.
O.
Indians.
6;
M.),
N.
Fe,
(Santa
School
High
Indians baseball
High School baseball team-(Regular team.)
; Landrap,
b.
2d
Nlgred,
;
b.
1£t
Lawyer,
c.;
team-Lusle, p.; Jackson,
3d b.; Sbopey, s. s.; Romero, r. f.; Orencdie, c. t.; Gnrdsen, 1. t. Manager-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fe, N. M.), 8; Lomas, O.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) Lomas baseball team
-N. Blair, p.; P. Bernardlnelli. c.; E. Marteniz, 1st b.; J. Ca•tlllo,
2d b.; H. Bo.ca, 3d b.; J. Candllarlo, s. s.; M. Baca, r. f.; 'M. Alarid,
c. f.; H. Samoza, 1. t. Manager-.J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fe, N. M.), 11; Lomas, 1.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) Lomas baseball team
-Juan Castlllq, p.; H. Baca, c.; C. Martenlz, 1st b.; N. Blair, Zd b.;
P. Berardinelli, 3d b. ; .r. Candllarlo, s. s. ; M. Baca, r. t.; M. Alarid,
c. f.; H. Saruoza, 1. f. Manag~r-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fe, N. M.). 29; Aqua Frla Reds, 5.
High School baseball team-(Regulnr team.) Aqua FJ'ill Reds baseball team-C. Ortiz, p. ; S. Romero, c. ; R. Staper, 1st b. ; A. Seva, 2d
b.; T. Valdez, 3d b.; 0. Doll, s. s.; S. Vogil, r . f.; S. Seva, c. t.; G.
Staper, 1. t. Manager~J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fe, N. M.), 16; Lomas, 1.
High School baseball team-(Regulaf'tea m.) Lomas baseball teamJuari Castillo, p. ; E. Marte11iz, c.; P. Berardinelli, 1st b.; N. Blair, 2d
b.; H. Baca, 3d b.; J. Candilario, s . s.; M. Baca, r. f.: M. Alarid, c. t.;
H. Samozas, 1. t. Mannger-J. A. Wood.
High School (Santa Fe, N. M.), lS; Aqua Fria Reds, O.
Aqua Frla }leds
High School baseball team-(Regular team.)
baseball team-C. Ortiz, p. ; S. Romero, c. ; R. Staper, 1st b. ; A. Seva,
2d b.; '!'. Valdez, Sd b.; C. Doll, s. s.; S. Vegil, r. t.; S. Seva, c. f.;
G. Staper, 1. f. Managcr-J. A. Wood.
High School ($ant1t Fe, N. M.). 26; Aqua Fria Reds; 2.
High School baseball team-(Regular team.) Aquo. Fria Reds baseball team-C. Ortiz, P·j S. Vegll, c.; R. Staper, 1st b.; G. Staper, Zd
b. ; T., Valdez, 3d b. ; u. Dqll, s. s.; A. Seva, r. !. ; S. Romero, c. t.;
S. Seva, 1. -C. Manager-J. A. WQOd.
• Y. C. (Brooklyn, N. Y.), 20; Y. Syndicates, Q.
•Y. C. baseball team-I'. Oggeri, p.; J. McCormick, c.; C. Barth, ht
b.; J. Murphy, 2ddb.; M. McCormick, 8d b.; T. Leqnard, s. s.; Jim
Murphy, r. C.; W . obb, c. f . ; John f!lckey, I. t. Y. Syndicate basebi>-11
team-M. Yacenda, p.; E. Loftus, c.; J. Malony, 1st b.; J. 0. Farrell, 2d
b.; J. Baldwin, 3d b.; E. M1p·phy, s. s.; George 0. Connor, r. t.; P.
Reilly, c. t. ; J. Makenzie, 1. t.
Y. C. (Brooklyn, N. Y.), 7; Berry A. C., 6.
teambasebaJJ
C.
A~
Berry
team.)
Y. C. baseball team-(llegular
F. Maloney, p. ; G. McCabe, c.; E. Magowan, 1st b.; Geo. Scefferlna,
2d b. ; E Seefferina, 3d b. ; Geo. Ilerlitski, s. s. ; E. Gragen, r. t. ; B.
French, c. f.; C. Tarley, 1. f.
Y. C. (Brooklyn, N. Y.). 4; Bismarck A. C.; O.
. C. baseball
Rismarcl>
Y. C. baseball team- (Regular team.)
team-Geo. Burquist, p.; P. Henry, c. ; J. McCabe, 1st b.; Geo .. Walsh,
2d b.; M. Starkey, 3d b.; M. Maguire, s. s.; Geo. Snyder, t. t.; A. Garvau, c. t. ; G. Long, 1. f.
Y. Crimsons (Brooklyn, N. Y.), 16; Y. Paramounts, 4~
. Y. Crimson baseball team-(Regular team.) Y. Paramount baseball
teitm-.J. Walsh, p.; E. Wn)sll, r.; .T. Fales, 1st b.; M. Jarvis, 2d b. ;
J. Mack, 3d b.; S. Anderson. s. s.; J. Peters, r. t.; F. Dodenhotr, c. t.;
P. Alexander, 1. !.
Hill wood City (Providence, R. I.), 17; Httntlngto11, 16.
Hillwood City baseball team-(Regular team.) Huntington baseb11ll
t eam-B. Gears, p.; E. Horton. c.; W. Cull, 1st b.; A. J. Adams, 2<1
b.; W. Henery, 3d b.; R. Martin, s. s. ; )l'. Shipey, r. !. ; D. Martin,
c. f. ; H. Mourarty, 1. C. Manager-Alex. Adams.
Hlllwood City (Providence, R. I.), 28; Huntington, 16.
Hlllwood City baseball team--(Regular team.) Huntington ba.•eball
team-B. Gears, p.; E. Horton, c.; J. Cull, 1st b.; A. J. Adams, 2d b.;
W. Henry, 3d b. ; R. Martin, s. s. ; F. Shipey, r. f.; A. Brown, c. t.;
P. Martin, 1. t. Manai;er-Alex. Adams.
Hlllw»od City (Providenc~. R. I.), 18; White Stars, 14.
White lltars baseHillwood City baseball team-(Regular team.)
ball team-H. Myers, p.; W. Felker, c.; C. Max, 1st b. ;· A. Walogoray,
2d b.; W. Vanlouben, 3d b.; W. Gardener, s. s.; Earl Proctor, r. t.;
L. Lippman, c. t. ; W. Max, 1. C. Manager-Alex. Adams.
Hill wood City (Providence. R. I.). 27 ; White Stars, 5.
Hlllwood City baseball team-(Regular team.) White Stars baseball
team-H. Myers, p.; W. Felker, c.; C. Mox, 1st b.; A. Walogray, 2d b. ;.
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Hillwood City (Providence, R. I.), 25; Huntington, 2.
Hillwood City baseball team-W. Baacke, p.; E. Griffin, c.; A. Adam•,
1st b.; G. Smith, 2d b.; W. Lang, 3d b. ; W. Cushing, s. s.; H . Veaubo,
r. f.; L. Crandal, c. f.; ,V. Swanson, I. f. Huntington baseball teamC. Gears, p.; E . Horton, c.; L. Martin, 1st b.; A. J. Adams, 2d b . ;
W. Henry, 3d b. ; J. Cull, s. s.; A. Brown, r . f.; D. Martin, c. f.; R.
Martin, 1. f. Manager-Alex. Adams.
2d b.; W. Vanlouben, 3d b.; ·w. Gardener, s. s.; Earl Proctor, r. f.;
L. Lippman, c. f. ; Barney Baldwin, I. f. jlolanager-Alex. Adams.
Hillwood City (Providence, R. I.), 7; White Stars, 4 .
Hillwood City baseball team-(Regular team.)
White Stars baseteam-H. Myers, p.; W. Felker, c.; C. Mox, 1st b. ; A. Walogora.y, 2d b.;
W. Vanluben, 3d b. ; W. Gardener, s. s. ; Earl. Proctor, r. r.; Leon
Lippman, c. f. ; Barney Baldwin. I. t. Manager-Alex. Adams.
Hill wood City (Providence, R. I.). 23; Webster Jrs., 5.
Hillwod City baseball team-(Regular team.) Webster Jrs. baseball
team-L. Budley, p.; R. Ariond, c.; G. Hammon, 1st b. ; W. Cutting,
2d b.;
Shaw, 3d b.; F. Bagnai, s. s . ; W. Fisher, r. f.; N. Steer, c.
t. ; W . -rab, I. ! . Manager-Alex. Adams.
Hillwood City (Providence, R. I.). 14; Webster Jrs., 6 .
H!llwood City baseball team-(Regular team .)
Webster Jrs. baseball team-Monroe, p. ; Arland, c. ; Hammon, 1st b. ; Cutting, 2d b. ;
Shaw, ' 3d b.; Barnard, s, s.; Wilbur, r. f.; Hull, c. t.; .Tab, I. t. Manager-Alex. Adams.
H!llwood City (Providence, R. I.), 9; Arlington Grays, 1.
H!llwood City baseball team-(Regular team.)
Arlington Grays
baseball team-Buttons, p.; Hoy, c.; Hargraves, 1st b.; Harris, 2d b.;
Henry, 3d b.; Fuller, s. s.; Young, r. f.; Mann, c. f.; Holt, I. f . Maoager-Alex. Adams.
•
Hill wood Clty (Providence, R. I.), 7; Annex Grays, 6.
Hillwood City baseball team-(Regular team.) Annex Grays baseball team-F. Keen, p.; G. Raney, c.; W . Weeden, 1st b. ; G. McDoud,
2d b.; C. Danis, 3d b.; H. Nangal, s. s . ; J. Lucil, r. f.; F. McGinn, c.
t .; J. Kelley, I. f. Manager-Alex. Adams.
Hiilwood City (Providence, R. I.). 16; Huntingtons, 2.
Hillwood City baseball team-(Regular team.) Huntington baseball
team-W. Grant, p.; E. Horton, c.; A. J. Adams, 1st b.; H . Moriarty,
2d b. ; W. Henry, 3d b. : B. Gears, s. s. ; R. Martin, r. !. ; A. Brown,
c. t. ; P. Martin, I. f. Manager-Alex. Adams.
Hillwood City (Providence, R. I.). 23; Huntlngtons, 4.
Hillwood City baseball team-(Regular team.) Huntington baseball
team-Grant, p.; Horton, c.; A. J . Adams, 1st b.: Moriarty, 2d b.;
Henry, '3d b.; Gears, s. s.; Martin, r. f.; Brown, c. f.; Martin, I. f.
Manager-Alex. Adams.
White Stars (Chicago, Iii.). 6; Methodists, O.
White <Stars baseball team-Paxson, p. ; Shefner, c. ; Carey, 1st b. :
Galvin, 2d b.; Allelly, 3d b.: Fitzgerald, s. s.; Coyle, r. t.; Lannon,
c . f.; Nash, I. f. Methodist baseball team-Williams, p .; Johnson, c.;
Baer, 1st b. ; Kendrirk, 2d b.; Maurer, 3d b . ; Wol(. s . s . ; Rice, r. f.;
Michaels (capt.), c. t.; Sutter, I. f. Manager-Carey.
White Stars (Chicago, Iii.), 14; Methodists, 0.
White Stars baseball team-(Regular team.)
Methodist baseball
team-Williams, p.; Johnson, c. ; Baer, 1st b.; Kendrick, 2d b.; Maurer,
Sd b.; Wolf, s . s.; Rice, r. f.; Michaels (capt.), c. f.; Sutter, I. !.
Manager-Carey.
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 9; Methodists, 0.
White Stars baseball team-(Reguiar team.)
Methodist baseball
team-Sutter, p.; Jonnsqn, c.; Baer, 1st b.; Kendrick, 2d b.; Maurer,
3d b.; Wolf, s. s.; Rice, r. f.1 ; Michaels, c. f.; Williams, I. f. Manager
-Carey.
White Stars (Chicago, Iii.), 7 ; Clovers, O.
White Stars baseball team-(Reguiar team.)
Clover baseball team
-Hughey, p.; Holli~, c.; Thumb, 1st b.; Harvey, 2d b. ; Mitchel~ 3d b.;
Mulloy, s. s.; Martm, r. f . ; Green, c. f.; Monahan, I. f. Maoager011.rey.
·
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 16; Bullet Stoppers: 0.
White Stars baseball team-(Regular team.) Bullet Stoppers baseball team-Patton, p.; Jacob,, c.; Buller, 1st b.; Durkin, 2d b. ; Hayes,
3d b. ; Parker, s. s. ; Hastings, r. f. ; Carlisle, c. f. ; Spaulding, I. f.
Manager-Carey.
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 10; Wabash Giants, 0 .
White Stars baseball team-(Regular team.) Wabash Giants baseball team-McGurk, p. ; Johnson, c. ; Hennessy, 1st b. ; Crowley, 2d b. ;
Tomashaack, 3d b. ; Bragley, s. s. ; English, r. f. ; Dee, c. t. ; Long, I. ,f.
Manager-Carey.
White Sta\S (Chicago, Ill.), 12; Wabash Giants, O.
'
White Stars baseball team(Regular team.) Wabash Giants baseball
team-McGWk, p.; Jobosoo, c.; Heno~ssy, 1st b.; Crowley, Zd b.;
Tomashaack, 3d b.; Brayley, s. s.; English, r. f.; Dee, c. f.; Long, I. f.
Manager-Carey.
·
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 12; Wabash Giants, O.
Wl:rite Stars baseball team-(Regular team.) Wabash Giants baseball team-McGurk, p.; Johnson, c.: Hennessy, 1st b.; Crowley, Zd
b.; Tomashaack, 3d b . ; Brayley, s. s.; English, r. f.; Dee, c. f.; Long, I.
t. Manager-Carey.
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 4; Nine Knights, 2.
White Stars baseball team-(Reguiar team .) Nine Knights baseball
team-O'Brien, p.; Dillon, c.; McKay, 1st b.; Childs, Zd b.; Lucas,
3d b . ; McGovern, s. s. ; Curtin, r . f.; Arthur, c. t.; Simms, I. f.
¥anager-Carey.
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 2; Nine Knights. O.
White Stars baseball team-(Reguiar team .)
Nine Knights baseball team-O'Brien, p.; Dllloo, c.: McKay, 1st h . ; Childs, Zd b.:
Lqcas, 3d b.; McGovern, s. s.; Curtin, r. f.; Arthur, c. f.; Simms, I. t.
Manager-Carey.
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 12; Cuban Stars, 0 .
White Stars baseball team-(Reguiar team.)
Cuban Stars baseball team-Alexander, p. ; Bernard, c. ; Thompson, 1st b. ; Nlchols, Zd
b. ; McJones, 3d b.; Johns, s. s.; Arthur, r. f.; Joseph , c. f. ; Daniels, I. f.
Manager-Carey.
·
White Stars (Chicago, Ill.). 8; Cuban Stars, 0.
White Stars baseball team-(Regular team.)
Cubau Stars baseball
team-Alexander, p. ; Nichols, c. ; Bernard, 1st h. ; Thompson, 2d h. ;
McJames, 3d b.; Johns, s. s.; Arthur, r. !. ; Joseph, c. !. ; Daniels, I. t.
Manager-Carey.
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White Stars (Chicago, Ill.), 17: Cuban Stars, 2.
White Stars baseball team-(Regular team.)
Cuban Stars baseball
team-Alexander; p. ; Nicho ls, c. : Bernard, 1st b. ; Tl!ompscn, 2d b. ;
Mc~ames, 3d h.; Johns, s. s.; Arthur, r. f.; Joseph, c. f.; Daniels, I. f . •
Manager-Carey.
White Stars (SJhicago, Ill.), 7; Lake Citys, 0.
White Stars baseball. team-(Regular team.)
Lake City baseball
team-E llis , p.: Brewster, c.; Baker, 1st b.; Walsh, Zd b.; Best, 3d
b. ; Kramer, s. s.; Long, r. f.; Norris, c. f.; Hicks, I. f. MaoagerCarey.
White Stars ( (;nicago, Iii.), 26 ; Alert A. C., 1.
White Stars baseball team-(Regula.r team.)
Alert A. 'C. baseball
team-Ellis, p.; Brewster, c.; Bake r, 1st b.; Walsh, '2d b.; Best (capt.),
3d b.; Kramer, s. s . ; Long, r. f.; Norris, c. f.; Hicks, l. f. MaoagerCarey.
Paoli A. C. (Philadelphia, Pa.), 16; Shawmoot, 8.
Paoli ... c. baseball team-H. Guildcn, p.; J. Burns, c.; Ulmer, 1st
b. ; T. Burns, 2d b.; Schwartz, 3d b. ; Jones, s. s.; Teevin, r. f . ; McNamara, c. f. ; J. Guilden, I. f. Shawmont baseball team-Wood, p. ;
Ross, c. ; Martin, 1st b. ; Splouch, 2d b. ; Hoglan, 3d b. ; B. Dewees,
s. s. ; Smith, r. f. ; Gout, c. f. ; Bank, l. !. Maoager-E. M. Schwartz.
·Pa.oil. A. C. (Philadelphia, Pa.). 21; Maoayunk A. C., 8.
Paoli A. C. baS'eball team-(Regular team.) Manayuok A. C. ba•eball team-Shroud, p.; Nickison, c.; Hendricks, 1st b.; Siam, 2d h.;
Gray, 3d b.; Frietz, s. s . ; Ryan, r. f.; Knipe, c. t.; Hoar, l. f. l\1anager-E. M. Schwartz.
·
·Paoli A. C. (Philadelphia, Pa.), 33 ; Shawm.out, 13.
Paoli A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
Shawmont baseball
team-McAvoy, p.; Ross, c.: Hoglan, 1st b.: Wood, 2d b.; G. Rexstieoe,
3d b.; Bry, s. s.; A. Splouch, r. f. ; C. Rexstiene, c. f.; B. Dewees, I. t.
Manager-E. M. Schwartz .
Paoli A. C. (Philadelphia, Pa.), 17; Suooicliff, 5. "
Paoli A. O. baseball team-(Regular team.)
Suooicliff baseball
team-Weger, p.; Maroni, c.; Kesner, 1st b.; Carberry, 2d b.; Loveroy,
3d b.; F1ier, s. s .; Fauer, r. f.; Pby, c. f.; Wallace, I. f. MaoagerE. M. Schwartz.
Paoli A . C. (Ph iladelphia, Pa.), 21; Highlands, 7.
Paoli A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
Highland baseball
team-H. Guildeo, p.; Mattis, c. ; Schwartz, 1st b.; J. Burns, 2d b.;
Ulmer, 3d )l.; Jone~. s . s.; J. Guilden, r. f . ; Hinkle, c. f.; McNamara,
I. t. Manager-E. M. Schwartz .
Paoli A. C. (Philadelphla. Pa.), 24; Shawmont, 3.
Paoli A. C. baseball team-(Regular team.)
Shawmont basebalf
team-Burke, p.; Rose, c.; Bell, 1st b . ; Rexstieoe, 2d b.; Hoglan, 3d b. ;
Jones, s. s.: A. Sp louch, r. f.; J. Spiouch, c. f.; Bry, I. f. MaoagerE. M. Schwartz.
Paoli A. C. (Philadelphia, Pa.) . 14; Shawtnont, 4.
Paoli A. · 0. baseball team-(Regular tea,m .)
Shawmont baseball
team-H. Guilden, p.; G. Ross. c. ; Hoglan, 1st b. ; Bry, 2d b.; J.
Spiouch. 3d b.; H. Jones, "· s.; Wood, r. f.; A. Splouch, c. f.; Rexstiene,
I. f . Manager-E. M. Schwartz.
Parkways (Lowell, Mass.). 12: Nashua A. C., 3.
Parkway baseball teani-(Reguiar team.)
Nashua A. C. baseball
team-Packard, p. : Doogan, c.: Lehigh, 1st b.; Callahan, 2d b.;
Houston , 3d b. ; French, s. s. : Seamore, r. f. ; Preston, c. f. ; Cobur
J. f. Maoager--C. R. Brigham.
'Pa)'kways (Lowell. Mass.), 7 : Have"hill Reds, 3.
Parkway baseball team-(Regular team.)
Haverhill Reds basebalfi
team-Wt.-~io, p. ; Parker, c.; Eustis. 1st b. : Chariton, 2d b.: Robinson,
3d b.; Rolfe, s. s . ; Watson, r. f . ; Puffer, c. f .; Fulton, I. f. ManagerC. R. Brigham.
Parkways (Lowell, Mass. ), 4; Cascades (Medford). 1.
Parkway ba5ebail team-(Regular team .) Cascade base ball team
Latour, p.; Martin, c.; Phillips, 1st b. : Mahoney, 2d b.; Driscoll, 3d b. ~
.Joyce, s. s.; Yamer, r . !. ; Hr.nsoo, c. t.; Smitb, I. t. Manager-C. R.
Brighan1.

"

Parkways (Lowell, Mass.), '7 ; Chippers (Boston), 2 .
Parkway baseball team....:....(Regular teanl.)
Chipper baseball teamKennison, p.; Tolles, c.; Garland, 1st b. ; Walworth. 2d b.; Kidder,
3d b.: Braddoo, s, s.; Craig, r. f.; Hurley, c. !. ; Mettling, I. f: Maoager-C. R. Brigham.
•
Paritways (Lowell, Mass.), 8; Hudson A. A., 1,. .
Parkway baseball team-(Regular team.)
Hudson A. A. baseball
team-Horton, p . ; Freeman, c. ; Daw, 1st b. ; Sargent, 2d b. : Hobbs,
3d ·b. ; Curtis, s. s. ; Early, r. f. ; Beville, c. t. ; Cross, J. f. MaangerC. R. Brigham.
.
Parkways (~owell, Mass.), 14; Lincolns, 2.
Parkway baseball team-(Regular team .) Lincoln baseball teamGray, p . ; Dl,lrston, c.; Porter, 1st b. ; Kilkenny, 2d b.; Sprague; Sd h.;
Cornock. s . s. ; West, r. f. ; Mountain, c. f.; Kennedy, I. f. ManagerC. R. Brigham.
Parkways (Lowell, Mass.), 14 ; Brightons, 5.
Parkway baseball team-(Regular team.) Brighton baseball teamPabst, p.; A. Gould, c. ; Pevey, 1st b. ; Cushing, 2d b.; C. Gould, 3d b.;
L . Gould, s. s. ; Leech, r. f. ; Moody, c. f . ; Crane, J. !. Manager-C. R.
Brigham.
Parkways (Lowell, Mass.), 6: Hildreths, 3.
Parkway baseball team'-(Regular team.)
Hildeth baseball teamBissell, p.; Brown, c.; Hambiett, 1st b.; Tabor, 2d b.; Quinn, 3d b.;
Callahan, s. s. ; Breck, r. f.; Sherman, c. f. ; Dolan, I. f. MaoagerC. R. Brigham.
Parkways (LowPll , Mass. ), 7: Mt. Hopes, 0.
Parkway baseball team-(Regular team .) Mt. Hope baseball teamCoooor, p.; Cannon, c.; Davis, 1st b.; White, 2d b.; Sumner, 3d b. ;
Cushing. s, s.; Lever , r. f.; Chester, c. ; Lundgren, I. f. Mapager-C.
R. Brigham.
Parkways (Lowell. Mass.). 14; Libertys, 3.
Parkway baseball team-Stephe11s. p, ; Brigham, c. ; Owens, 1st b. ;
Mullen, s. " and 2d b. ; Patterson, 3d b. ; Phinney, 2d b. and s. s. ;
Varn um, r. f.; Knowles, c. f. : Duffy, I. f. Liberty baseoall teamSullivan, p. ; Gallagh e r , c. ; Mar shall, 1st b. ; McCarty, 2d h. ; Provencher,
3d b.; Drewett, s. s.; Barry, r. t.; Cooney, c. t.; Allen, I. !. Man·
ager-C. R . Bingham.

Pro!. Fourmen: I am sixteen Years ot age, 5 feet 3.¥.i inches tall
and weigh 100 pounds. I have a pulling me.chine wblcli-I can make
llg)J.t or heavy. Should I take light or heavy exercises? When must
I take them and bow long at a time? Very respectfully,
EDGAR L. MICHEAU.
Use the light weights tor one-half hour, mornjng and evening.

.

Prof; Fourmen: I am a reade; ot the Tip Top Weekly. I looked In
the back of a Tl.!> Top Weekly and saw the questions, so the first
thing I did was write to you. I am eleven years old, 5 feet · tall; my
chest Is 24 Inches contracted, l\.nd 25 Inches expan<led, How can I
WENDELL CASSIDY.
get muscle in my arms?
Read my article on the muscles of the arms, which appears in Tip
·
Top No. 334.
Pro!. Fourmen: How is this couN!e of training 7 In the evening I
go ,up to the gymnasium an<l exercise five minutes with the chest
weightll; five minutes with the Indian plubs, five or ten minutes on
the horizontal bar, then do a littla high julbping. It I can get anybody to box with "Ille, I will sail in a few rounds, and then fini sh llP
with punching the bag for li.bout five minutes. 16 this training a good
one i I am fourteen years old, 4 feet 11 % inches tali, and weigh 88
po-unds. Do I weigh enough? I have Jumped 3 feet 2 Inches on th~
high jump. How is this? Trusting you will answer all these question•,
JI!. A. C.
I temain,
1. Your cour~e In the gym Is excellent.
a. You should weigh 95 pounds.
3. Your high Jump record is only !air.
Prof. F~urmen·: Some time ago, during pitching practice.{ I lwl$ted
cord or two In my arm. I was trying a new shoot, and n order to
ccompllsh -It I had to bring my arm around · with a sw!lt snap. My
rlst, · slloulder, and upper arm are not affected at all, but my Jpwer
arm, from the elbow down, is sprained or twisted. I bave .no strength
In my right arm, and am unable to throw a ball. ·would an elbow
ba-n dage be of any use? Or Is there some better and more beneftclal
~Y. to enable my arm to heal? This worries me cons}derably, as I am
Unjlble to take mr. exercis.es properly. Hoping that you will g!V'4 this a
·4.. M. KJtAUI!.
. . . . . • ..
.
little· thollji)lt,
· Use a rubber bandage, extending trom elbow to wrist. Do not put
tll'ls on tight elldugh to lntertere with circulation. Morim1g and night
rub arm well with alcohol. Send me an answer tQ this question at
once: . Do yo11. noUce any difflculty ln extending or flexing the llWe
·
·
·
and rihg fingers or your right hand"f" · ·
Prof. Fourmen : PJea,ae a.nswer the following and oblige: 1. How
are the following measuremenis? Ag<\, •even teen years ten months;
wel#hti 133" pounds; height, 5 feet 7 % Inches. 2.- Wlll twirling ftatlrl)ll.s five . mlnuteQ dally develop the wrists .well? 3. In making a
selecti6n, which would be the best choice in , regard to the ·b enefit that.
might be derived: Whitely sxerciser or punching bai; dumbbells or
Indian clubs.? 4. Which is the most beneflcH1l, blcy<;le ridini;: or long
walks 1 _5. Wben Inconvenient . to do otherwise, is it ..not almost as
TRUE BLUE.
benetlclal. to exercise after breakfast as before f 1. Your measu;ements are good.
2. This will develop the muscles of the tiirearm.
3. I would advise punching bag and bells. .
l. Bicycle riding.
5. lt ls better to exercise before breakfast in all ~ases.
Prof. Fourmen : I am nineteen years old, weight 136 pounds, height
5 !<1et 6 inches. My measurements are. as follow&: Neck, 15 inches;
ehoulders,40:Y,. inches; chest. inftated 35¥., !heh.es, unin.llatcd, 31. Inches;
right biceps, 111,4 inches; left bicep;i 1·0%, inches; hips, 35 lncheo;
l eft calf, 13% inches; rigb.t calf, 13"81 inches; Jsft anldc. 9.'){i inches:
right ankle, 9 inches. 1. How is roy Weight compare:! to my height?
I am l}ound across the shoulders, not being able to throw a bail overbaqd very well. I would like to !mow how to cure myself or this. I
Intend . to . take a · regular. <>0ur¥e Jn physical culture this fall, as we
have one· pt the largest and finest-equipped gymnr.slums in the United
States, being 40 feet by 115 feet. Hoping you will apswer my questions,
AN ARDEN'l' T~ TOPPER.
and thanking you beforehand, I remain,
·
1. You should weigh 14(; pounds.
2. Pr-actice the $i<le-b0dy arm swing, which consists ill standing at
attention and swinging the arm up beside the body and as close to the
llep.d as possible, -while tl!e hand Is malle to describe a complete circle.

Prof. Fourmen : I would like to bear what you think of my development. I am thirteen years old, and weigh, stripped, 105 pounds ; ll61gbt,
5 feet 3 Inches; neck, 12 Inches; right forea.rm, 9.6 inches; right arm
down, 9 inches ; right arm up 10.2 inches; left forearm, 9.4 inches i Jett
arm down, 9 inches; left a.rm up, 10.2 inches; chest, contractea, 29
Inches; chest, expanded, 31 Inches; waist, 25 inches; right thigh, 1 7 .5
inches; left thigh, 17 .2 inches ; .,right cal!, 12.4 Inches; left Qalf, 12.4
0HA1\LEB T. KROL ..
inches. Thanking ypu beforehand,
Your measurements are very 1ood.
/

Pro!. Fourmen : Do you col)slder the following table ot measurements in jutnping good for J:llY welg)lt, height, and age 1 I weigh,
when in good training, 122 pounds, am 5 feet 6 Inches In height, and
nineteen years of age. In the running long jump, which I did just
a few days ago, I covered 19 teet 2 in<lhes, and in my standing, 8 feet
4¥., inches; high jump, JS feet 1 Inch; run, hop, step and jump, 37 feet 8
Inches; standing high jump, 4 feet 2 inches. Do you think these
figures good considering my weight, age and height'! tf you think
that I could do any better in any one, or all, please let me know which
and how I may obtain successful reJ;ults. Would you klnd!Y. let ,me
know how and what exercise would be tn'oftUUl!e to get more sp~ing
in my legs 7 In order to obtain springiness, I turn the torward and
backward somersaults in the air trom three to five times every day.
Do you t,hlnk that a good exer cise, or, If there Is better, please Jet
me know? Would you kin di}' refer me to any books on baseball,
such as pitching, base-running, and bo.ttlng? I take much Interest
in baseball. I belong to three teams, doi~g the catching tot thelil all.
18 thete a book 011 catching, and do You consider catching an art of
Itself Y Some time ago I caught twenty-three Innings In one day and
made five errors. Do you think that good tot an lntermediatli' catCh<ir?
·I am an all-around athlete, and as gQod 1in one (bing as in another. The
games that I take paz:t in are lacrosse, bas'i'ball, basketball, cricket,
l!l. S. S.
Rugby. football and hockey.
1. Your measutetnents are good.
right on
keep
to
yotl
advise
would
I
good.
2. Your records are
practicing In the events in which you do the best work.
springiness.
get
to
way
3. This is a good
• 4. Read my articles on baseball, to11nd In Tip Top Nos. 268, 269,
and 270.. Catching. oertalnly Iii a.n, art in .. itself. . ..
p. That was a !air fielding .aveflllj.!l·,
Prof. Fourmen : As I am a Tip Top enthusiast, I take the Uberty
to ask a few questions, which I hope you will answer in your department soon. 1. How ate my h<ia•urements: Age, eeventeen; height, 5
feet 7 inches ; weight, 150 pounds; neck, 14 i,I, inches ; chest, normal,
Inches; forearm, 11
30 in_c hes, expanded, 34 inches; biceps, 13
Inches; waist, 29 lncnes ; calves, 141)4 inches; should<l!'s, 44 inches,
2. How are niy records? I can chin fifteen tlniM and dip twenty
times; hi~h jump, 4 feet 6 inches. 3. Are vibratory or resisting
exerc1ses-holding the musclll!f tense wh111!" doing movements-as good
as dumbbells and · other apparatus for developing muscle? 4. After
the muscles are niade hard, how I!I\tch tltne d!\llS SllOUld one exercise
to keep them In good condition? Thanking you in advance for your
answers, r remain, an everlasting belleV'Gr !ti physical culture, and
EDWARD U.' FttLLllll.
reader ot Tip Top,
·
1. \'out meastlrement8 are good.
2. Your records are good.
3. Dumbbells are best.
4. Take the average number used during course ot training,

*

Prof. Fourmen: I am . sixtedn ;ear.s eight ~onths old, and my
measurements are as follows~ Neck, 12 lticlies: chest;' l!o Inches;
ex12anded, 32 Inches j waist, 26 inches; rikht arm, 10 Inches, expanded,
10 :ii lnches ; rfght rorearm, 9 'h !ll,clles: Utt a.rm, let Inches, expanded,
10% ; Jett forearm, 9 ¥., Inches; right calf, 12 Inches; Jett .ca.If, 12
Inches. Please answer the tollowlng que~tlons: 1. Are my measurements good? 2. How does 101 pounds-my welght-cob'.lparti with
my age? S. I am a slow run ner . I s t!Iere any help tor Ille? Should
I use dumbbell~ and Indian clubs? What size had they better be?
Answer through Tip Top, the best bo6k p1i])l!Sbett; as soon as possible.
R. N. CHILSON.
I am 5 feet tall.
1. Your measurements are much below the average.
2. You should weigh 125 .pounds ii.t ! ~apt.
3. Practice the sprints and middle distances every day, and try
to get the best speed you can out of youtsetf.
4. Use one-pound bells and clubs,

•
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FOOT. BALLS GIVEN AWAY!i
~J.VIEl'UBER....

SECOND ANNUAL ALL AMERICAN

t Foot Ball Cbntes tf.

i

T ha t TIP TOP awarded a s prizes in this yell.r's
Baseball Tourna ment F our Complete Ba seball.
.
Outfits for F our E ntire T eam s.
·
,

TIP Top WEEKL Y
To decide the Scholastic and Amateu r Club
CHAMPIONSHIP OF AMERICA

8
•

i

MAGN I F I CENT

: 550 Rugby Foot Balls
!i
AWA RD ED AS PRIZES .
t

sPL ENDm

•

PRIZE S

I

oPPoRTuNITIEs

+

•

That TIP TOP Now Offers

of the winning teams will receive

e Sy' econFdOA011nTual TBIPATLOLP S ==550
550==RIUn ijthB

:

... 550 IN ALL...

Foot Ball Contest

:
'

The Greatest Prize Offer Ever Made in t he
United States for any At hletic Contest

6reater Opportunities! Better Chances! More Winners!

i:

One Regulation Rugby Foot Ball

This time th<1-n ever before. Get a board w hen the
firs t w)listle blows and keep your places t ill you
land some of the great crop of Foot Bails

:

Don't le~ this sple ndid
• Now's Your Time, Managers! opportumty
shp through

Ii

your finger!;. Get your team s in frim at once and get
in your coupons for e~ery game during the season.

i

Read These Direo-ti on.s .

I
::

RElVCEl'UB ER...

T o the F ift y Teams prese nting the best scores a t the
end of the season. Each player in .each one

;

i
:

REl'UEl'UB ER...

Conducted by

f

That TIP TOP awarded as the prize in last y1.1ar·s
Foot Ball Contest the Complete Foot Ball Outfit 8
:
fo r On_e E ntire Team.

/

i

]

-

Foot Ba.11 P o s t e r s s o o:n. Etea.cty

i
+
I,

ii
i
i
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.
.
.
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.
.
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.
. . ... .... .... .. '"'." ,~. '.~.~'.''.'.'.' ''. ' :....... .. .... .. ..
~.
~~[f;ii~~;~0!tfe~~~fr~~a~~~~ 0t;,~d~~i~~ t~~en:::,~~:~frhl~ ~f;~e~~'j'~

t h e left-hand column of Coupon in suc h a m a nner that the positions of the respective players are ind icated in the middle colu mn. He sh!'>uld
then write the n ames of his opponent's team in the right-hand column. I n case Scor e Coupon s of m ore than on e game a r e t o be sent 1ll at
~ the same time, only the Coupon of the first game should have the names of the mana~ e rs' team. I n the left-hand column of the r e m aining
Coup ons, the man ager shou ld w rite 14 Regular Team." Be sur e to g ive t h e n a me, to,Vn and State o f both teams.
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SCORE COUPON FOR TIP TOP SECON D ANNUAL FOOT BALL CONTEST

The . ... . . ............... . ... .... ... f. B. Te• m

:.

i

Score...... . .. .

~
·a;

The .... . .,........... . .... . ...... . .. f. B. Team

Of ........ . ... . .. . ........... . ..... . ............ ~

t

i'

Score ... , . .... .

:

Of. .. . .......... . .... . .. ..... . ... .... . .... . ... ..
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PRIZE PttOTOGRf\Ptt No. 15
I

'

TIP TOP PRIZE GBLLEBY
HREE .CHEERS for Prize Photograph No.
15 ! It takes the First Prize, and is a winner from the first tier way up to the peanut
gallery, where we see our nervy little Tip Top
Athlete doing a daring feat. Good for the .first
tier ! Good for the second tier ! Good for the Top
Tip Topper ! And best of all for

T

F. R. ARCHEBURD
of AKRON, OHIO
\

who took the picture and wins the prize.

THE FIRST PRIZE CONSISTS Of
a Complete Korona Camera Outfit comprising a folding-box
camera of polished cherry, all metal work of brass heavily nickl~
plated, bellows of best procurable red leather, let-down, extensible front, coverings of black seal-grain cow-hide, focusing apparatus, a special rack and pinion device, three plate holders, each
carrying two .4 x 5 plates, instantaneous l~ns with bulb shutter,
• all compact in a fine black sole leather carrying case provided
with ·shoulder strap.

THIS IS CERTAINLY ASPLENDID PRIZE
The win~er of the Second Prize will be announced in next
week's issue.
Twenty-four consolation prizes will be awarded in addition
· to the First and Second Prizes. Winners' to be announced later,

NOW, THEN, EVERYBODY GET BUSY FOR THE
SNAP·SHOT WORK OF

Tip Top's Second Annual
· Photographic Contest
FALL and WINTER SPORTS
The Best Amateur Photograph of Any Fall
or Winter Game or Sport takes the First
Prize, which will be

A full PHOTOGRAPH IC OUTFIT
Our Artist Will Act as Judge in the Contest
A CHANCE FOR EVERYBODY
" THE SEVEN·BROTHER ACT"

COME ONE/

COME ALLI

